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what we will learn in these sessions
In Chapter 1 we will discuss puberty and
adolescence.

In Chapter 2 we will talk about how our
bodies change.

Chapter 3 teaches us about the
reproductive (sex) organs.

Menstruation is the main focus of
Chapter 4.

We will learn about sexuality and gender in
Chapter 5.

In Chapter 6 we find out about sexual
feelings and pleasure.

FOR THE FACILITATOR
INTRODUCTION TO THE FLIPSTERS
Introduction
‘Tell Me About… the Changes in my Body’ is a learning programme about adolescence and puberty for
young adolescents and those who care for them.
These flipsters and the book ‘Tell Me About… the Changes in my Body’ are designed to help you explain
and discuss the changes that happen as children develop into young adults.
Sexuality education, based on facts and free of judgment, is an opportunity to support and affirm children,
and celebrate their development into uniquely beautiful and healthy young people.
Talking about the physical and emotional changes that occur as we go through adolescence does not have
to be uncomfortable. If children and adults recognise how important it is to understand what is happening,
and if we have accurate, straightforward information, these conversations can even be fun.
These materials address the physical, emotional and social changes that everyone goes through but which
we all experience in different ways. The theme of embracing diversity is used throughout.

We suggest that you first read the ‘Tell Me About...
The Changes in my Body’ book (links below) to
yourself or with a small group of your peers.
Familiarise yourself with the topics and terms.
Think about how you would introduce the various
issues with the children you care for or work with.
Then look through the flipsters and the guidelines
to check that you have everything you need to run
each session.
https://www.sexrightsafrica.net/wp-content/
uploads/2021/03/AFSA-Tell-Me-Puberty-2020.pdf
https://bit.ly/3sC8388

Talking about puberty openly and objectively helps a young person to feel better about their body, and
can boost confidence by affirming differences and highlighting shared concerns during this challenging
time.

How to use the flipsters

The flipsters, together with the book, aim to provide a solid foundation of knowledge and accurate
information about sex, sexuality and diversity. This is critical in enabling young people to make healthy
choices and to negotiate relationships safely and responsibly.

The flipsters are made to stand with one side facing
you, the facilitator, and the other side facing the
group. Make sure to place the flipsters at a distance,
height and angle where everyone can see them.

The flipsters provide information for learners and guidelines for facilitators to explore different aspects of
puberty in short sessions. The number and duration of the sessions will depend on the age and needs of
the group, and the time available.
The flipsters can be used with small or larger groups, for example in a classroom, clinic, community, youth
club or home setting. There is a digital version that can be used for online learning.
The materials may not answer all of your questions but they will take you a few steps along the journey
to feeling safe and confident in discussing these topics. Links to more in-depth information on the topics
covered are provided in the Resources section.
Note: The illustrations are not biologically accurate. They are simple and representational to provoke
discussion, evoke amusement, dispel embarrassment and normalise the language and ideas.

On the side facing the group, there is information
and illustrations related to each topic.
On the other side, there is information and
guidelines for running the session.
This includes planned outcomes, key messages,
icebreakers and activities.
Links to resources with more in-depth information are
also provided.
There are six chapters. Each chapter can be broken
down into sessions.
Work out in advance what information you plan
to cover in the time you have for the session. Be
realistic. A child or young adolescent generally finds
it easier to absorb information a little at a time. Use
the age key as a guide to providing information. The
length of the sessions will vary accordingly.

Checklist
At the start of each session:

• Tell the group what the day’s topic covers

• Welcome everyone!

• Expectations

• Ask participants to sign the register

• Ground rules

• Check if there are any newcomers

• Recap previous session

Health and safety
The flipsters are designed for face-to-face workshops
and can be used in a socially distant set-up.

• Introductions/ice-breaker

All the materials are also available digitally so that
sessions can be run online.

Getting started
1.

Relax and be yourself.

2.

Remind the group that everyone goes through puberty and everyone experiences it differently. You might start the first session by saying something like: “When I was growing
up, I had so many questions about what was happening to me.” Young people will feel more comfortable if they realise that most adults have experienced some of the same
things.

3.

Begin each session with an introduction to the topic and the plan for the session. If there was a previous session, invite the group to do a quick recap, to check understanding
and provide an overview for new participants.

4.

In the first session, develop ‘ground rules’ together that everyone agrees to, and display them in the room. In the following sessions, draw everyone’s attention to the rules,
especially if they are not being followed. Make sure that respect is included. Encourage laughter and remind the group that laughing with each other – not at each other – is a
good way to get over feelings of embarrassment.

5.

Work through the content for each session using the notes on the flipster. To some extent, allow the group to set the pace, mood and intensity of the discussions.

6.

Use energisers or short breaks to keep the conversation going if the group seems tired or tense.

7.

Tell the group that everything cannot be discussed in one conversation. Flag issues that need follow up so that you can come back to them.

iv
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FOR THE FACILITATOR

An effective facilitator is… ADEPT

Expressing feelings

Whatever you have planned, be open to changing something: timing, activities, approach or questions. If
participants are not responding to something you prepared, or the transport was late, or the room could not
be used, don’t see it as a problem. Stay calm and look for an opportunity to adapt and use your creativity.

Explain

Adaptable

Dependable

Participants are often facing uncertainty and anxiety. They need to be able to depend on you to guide,
demonstrate and solve problems. You don’t need to be an expert in everything but you do need to be
consistent. Lead by example, do what you say you are going to do and show enthusiasm and energy for
what you have committed to do.

Empathetic

Recognise that participants are coming from different and challenging situations. They have different
experiences and levels of knowledge. Always put yourself into the other person’s shoes if you are not
getting the type of engagement you hope for. Listen, be kind and patient.

Prepared

Make sure you are ready for each session. Read the material ahead of time. Look up or discuss terms or
issues you are not familiar or comfortable with. Gather the resources you will need. Have the checklist in
your head so that you don’t need to look for information or guidelines during a session. Be prepared for
surprises – remember, adaptability.

While you read the notes, encourage the groups to
identify how they are feeling at this moment.
Young people who can identify, label, and verbally
express their emotions are better equipped to
understand, respond to, and manage their own feelings.
They can also better interpret other’s emotions and
respond to others in more appropriate ways.

Making notes and sharing feedback

If you are in the same place as the participants, you could
do this on a board or flipchart. If you are working remotely,
check with the group whether a screen share or message
works best.

Key to icons
This important icon denotes things to
remember and stress.

Trustworthy

If you want participants to discuss sensitive issues openly and honestly, they need to be able to trust you.
They need to trust that you will respect their feelings and worries. They need to trust that if they share
private information, you will keep it private and confidential. They need to trust you to be objective, not
to judge or blame them for what they don’t know or for their opinions. Trust is essential to learning and to
changing attitudes and behaviour.

This good idea icon denotes a useful tip or hint.

This icon denotes suggested activities,
dicsussions, icebreakers, etc.
This information icon denotes extra
information, sometimes more appropriate
for older adolescents.

Forming groups

Numbers: Ideally there should be a maximum of 12 adolescents per discussion group so that there is time
for everyone to ask questions and share views.
Gender: Ask the participants if they would prefer to be in a girls group, boys group or a mixed group. If
you have a male and a female facilitator, you can match them. If not, you can encourage free discussion in
the groups by briefing everyone together and then checking if there are queries, rather than sitting in on
discussions.
Ages: If you have a wide range of ages, you can group younger and older children together.
It is important that participants choose their groups so that they feel safe to speak.

Age of members

Have fun!

Group members should be placed in groups according to age.
Suggested session length including a five-minute break and an energiser.
Age group

Duration

10-13 years group

± 45 minutes

14-16 years

± 60 minutes

17 upwards

± 75 minutes

Use icebreakers or
games as an extra tool
and whenever you
sense the energy is
dropping.

This icon denotes links to extra resources,
videos, etc.

Key to quiz

These are the answers to the Quiz you will
administer in Chapter 1 (page 6) and at the end.
1.

F

11.

F

21.

T

2.

T

12.

T

22.

T

3.

T

13.

T

23.

F

4.

T

14.

F

24.

T

5.

F

15.

F

25.

T

6.

F

16.

T

26.

T

7.

T

17.

F

27.

T

8.

T

18.

T

28.

T

9.

T

19.

F

29.

T

10.

F

20.

F

30.

T

Where and when to meet?
Groups can meet anywhere that is safe, easy to reach and quiet. Dedicated areas such as a classroom or
hall are ideal, but they can also meet in homes, places of worship, libraries or other community buildings.
Depending on the weather, meeting in parks or under trees can work well. Meet regularly – at least once a
week – so that you can build knowledge, understanding and group spirit.

2

The group has a special greeting and its own
member-driven rules and structure.
It is something that belongs to its members and to
which its members belong. This enhances a sense
of ownership.

how are you feeling today?

HAPPY

SAD

shy

angry

scared

excited

3

chapter 1: puberty and adolescence
To keep groups’ attention and
interest, if a question is asked, give it
back to the group:
Ask: “What does the group think?”

Setting up the first session
Seating

A circle allows group members to see each other with ease and creates a sense of
equality between the facilitaor and members of the group.

Get everyone to stand in a circle. Explain that this is a
fun way to learn each other’s names.

Registration

Each person adds a word to their name that says something about
them (e.g. DJ Sipho, Laughing Lebo, Kind Kirsty).

Set up a register (printed or online).

As they say their names in turn, each person can make a move (e.g
Sipho jiggles his hips – Lebo throws his hands up, Kirsty jumps).

Provide name tags if available.

Ask for a volunteer to start, skip people who aren’t ready and come
back to them. Once you have gone through all the participants, go
around again, remembering everyone’s names and moves. The end
of the activity should be that the whole group can repeat everyone’s
names and moves.

1

Introductions
Tell the group a bit about yourself and ask each member to introduce themselves and say what they are expecting from the session.
You can use a simple fun icebreaker to relax the group and set the tone of friendliness and communication.

2

Group rules

Write down the group’s suggestions.

Say something like:
Before we start, let us make some rules for our group. This is to make sure that everyone feels safe and
comfortable here, and that we get the most out of the activities.

The group rules ideally include:

There needs to be rules we all agree to. What kind of rules do you think we need?
If suggested rules are not mentioned, don’t impose them but prompt with questions such as ‘How should
we manage the use of cellphones during sessions?’ or ‘Does it matter if people come late or don’t show
up? How should we deal with that?’

• Attendance/punctuality
• Respect – for each other’s beliefs and culture
• Not interrupting or disturbing one another
• Participating in group activities
• Confidentiality
• Use of cellphones

3

Suggestion box
Participants might be shy to ask questions or make comments aloud. Provide a box, or a free online
feedback tool for people to leave questions, requests and ideas.
Say: If you have questions you’d prefer not to ask in the group, you can write them down and put
them in the question box. You don’t have to write your name. I will answer them later.

The group rules should be written up and
referred to at the beginning of each session.
This will also establish whether there is still
agreement among the members. Always explain
the rules to new members.

4

Ask: What is confidentiality?
Allow the members to answer.

The first session

Explain that everything shared in the group stays in the group.

Explain that each session will focus on a different topic and
state the topic of the day.

Private stuff should not be discussed outside the session.

5

Administer the Quiz
Hand out copies of the Quiz (see the template on page 75), or write the questions on a
flipchart, or share them on a screen. Tell the group it is not a test; it’s for them to see how
their knowledge and ideas change during the course. Ask them to hand in or send back their
answers (they can use their name or nickname). You will give them back at the end.

Have fun!

Ending the session
Invite and respond to questions. End the session on
a high note (e.g. energiser, song or chant).

Vevox offers free online feedback tools for educators at: www.vevox.com
There are many others
4
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1. differences
Checklist

Outcomes

•

Check if there are any newcomers – and make them feel welcome

• Recognise ways in which people are different and the same

•

Begin the session with the group greeting

• Understand how differences make everyone unique and equal

•

Remind everyone of the group rules

• Celebrate who I am and who you are!

•

Recap on last session

•

Tell the group that today’s topic is all about differences

•

Check expectations

•

Run through the intended outcomes

1

Group discussion

Before we start on this journey of discovery about ourselves and our bodies we are first
going to think about ‘differences’ between people. First let’s make sure we know what
the word ‘different’ means.

Break into small groups.
Say: In your group think about a person who looks different or
does something in some small way.
Say: In your group – talk about these differences.

Invite the participants to make suggestions.

2

Let’s now think about ‘differences’ between people.

Difference: What makes two or more persons or things not the same?

Take feedback.

3

What are other differences between people?

Celebrating our differences is going to be one of the
themes running through these sessions.

People are different in ways that are visible, or noticeable, and in ways that can’t be seen. We
are different in ways that change and ways that stay the same.
Noticeable differences and similarities
We come in all shapes, sizes and heights. Some of us have curly hair, some straight, thick,
thin, black, brown, blonde, red or grey… Eyes come in different colours: from the darkest
brown, to gold, green and many shades of blue. We have different skin tones too. These
are differences that we can see or describe without knowing someone – they are noticeable.
Other differences may be noticeable in the way we dress, move or behave.

Draw attention to different ways of being the same – e.g:
• Appearance
• Background
• Interests
• Visible and invisible differences and similarities

There are differences we are born with and others that occur during our lives. For example,
most people who use a wheelchair were not born with a disability.

• How are they unique?

Some differences in appearance may change over time. For example, height and weight.
Some usually stay the same but people can change them temporarily, like hair colour.

• Do they have the same rights?

Our bodies change at different ages, especially as we go through puberty.

• Do they have the same needs?
• Do they have the same responsibilities?

Invisible differences and similarities
There are some ways in which we are different – or the same – that can’t be seen.
Invite the group to give examples. Make a note of them.

4

What have you learned from today’s lesson?
Be sure that they got
the key points.

We all are the same in some ways.
We all have something special about us.
Differences are not bad, you can’t always tell about someone
based on their likes, food, clothing or language.
Every person deserves to be treated kindly and they usually
treat you kindly in return.
Remember – all of us are special and it’s our differences that
make us special, whatever they are.

We are different, we are
the same

• I am good at..............................................
• You are good at ............................................

Let’s have some fun.

• I like to eat....................................................

Ask the group to divide into pairs.

• You like to eat................................................

Hand out the empty template (B) ‘Our
differences’, o
 r give each student a piece of
paper and invite them to copy the example, or
they can answer on cellphones.
1. Draw a simple picture of themselves (or take
a selfie).
2. Fill in their partner’s name and do a simple
drawing of them (or swop selfies).
3. Talk about ways in which they are the same
and write them down.
4. Talk about ways in which they are different
and write them down (they can use a list).
5. Write their favourite thing about their partner.

• My best school subject is .............................
• Your best school subject is ...........................
• I like to watch.................................................
• You like to watch............................................
• When I finish school, I want be a
......................................................................
• When you finish school, you want be a
.......................................................................
• My favourite thing about myself is
.......................................................................
• Your favourite thing about yourself is
.......................................................................
• My best music is ...........................................
• Your best music ............................................

Invite and respond to questions. End the session on a high
note (e.g. energiser, song or chant).

Have fun!

• I am feeling ...........................................now
• You are feeling ......................................now
6

1. differences

Activity
our differences
This is me

This is ...................

Ways we are the same:

Ways we are different:

My favourite thing about................................... is:

7

2. Personality differences
Now let’s have some fun and learn a bit more about different personality types.

Everyone has a different personality and our personalities
remain much the same throughout life. What have you heard
others say about your personality traits?

What is personality? Ask the group for their thoughts.
Personality means the thoughts, feelings and ways of behaving that make each person
unique. This is influenced by our genes, our upbringing and our environment. Some of
our ways of behaving stand out more than others. For example, we might say that Sisi has
a sunny personality. Of course, sometimes Sisi is sad. Dali is usually quiet and likes to do
things on his own. He also has friends.

Some examples might be:
“He’s really outspoken”.
“She sure can argue”.
“He worries a lot”.
“She is always so calm”.
“ He is so wild”.
“She is a ball of fire”.
“Nothing can stop that girl”.

Aristotle (a very wise man) says “Knowing yourself is the beginning of all wisdom”. So, let’s learn
more about ourselves (our own personality ) and why we might react or behave in certain ways.

We don’t all fit neatly into one type but we will use the ‘big five’ as a start.
We can use (the acronym) OCEAN as an easy guide to the five types.
1. O stands for OPENNESS:
2. C stands for CONSCIENTIOUSNESS (or simply – carefulness)
3. E stands for EXTROVERSION (outgoing and friendly)
4. A stands for AGREEABLENESS
5. N stands for NEUROTICISM (or nervousness)

Personality Test
Look at the pictures together. Ask the group the following questions. After the
discussion of each trait, share the statements to reinforce the key points. Then
ask them to decide if this is a strong or weak trait in their own personality.

Openness is when someone is curious and open-minded to new experiences, ideas
and knowledge.

4
5
6

• I love adventure
• I am imaginative

Open people are inventive and curious. Less open people are consistent and cautious.

• I am the first to try new activities

What do you think CONSCIENTIOUSNESS (or more simply, carefulness) is? How
do conscientious people behave?

• I am highly self-disciplined

Conscientiousness describes how organised and dependable you are.

• I am very organised and always come prepared

Conscientious people are efficient and organised. People who rate low in
conscientiousness are more easy-going and laid back.

• I like to know the plan rather than just jumping into
something

What do you think EXTROVERSION is ? How do extroverts behave?

• I am the life of the party

Extroversion describes how you interact with people.

• I don’t mind being the centre of attention

Extroverts are outgoing and energetic. People who are not extroverts are more solitary
and reserved.

• I am usually the one to start a conversation with
someone

What do you think AGREEABLENESS is? How do agreeable people behave?

laT

What do you think OPENNESS is? How do ‘open’ people behave?

se

3

eh
tm
orf

Remember we are made up of lots of different personality traits – not just one.

rof

2

Do you agree with how people describe you? How would you
like people to see you? Over time we learn more things about
ourselves — what we like and don’t like, how we behave in certain
situations, and how we interact with others. In general, personality
is the repeating patterns of thoughts, emotions, characteristics,
and behaviours that make each of us unique (one of a kind).
Celebrate your uniqueness!

Ta

les

fro
m

th

e
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st

tse

1

Optional (Ages± 15 upward)

Agreeableness is how you feel toward others.

• I tend to trust people and give them the benefit of the doubt

Agreeable people are friendly and compassionate. People who rate low in
agreeableness are more analytical and detached.

• I am extremely empathetic (I can put myself into the shoes of
others)
• I like to make other people feel at ease

7

What do you think NEUROTICISM (or nervousness) is? How do neurotic people behave?
Neuroticism is how you deal with emotions.
People who rate high in neuroticism are sensitive and tend to be more nervous. Less neurotic people tend to
be more secure and stable.

Tip: Don’t force yourself to be something
you are not. Honour who you are. Think of
what is positive about your personality traits;
this helps you to stay true to yourself. You
can still work on habits that are unhealthy, like
over-reacting to things or being disorganised.

• I get stressed easily
• I tend to be moody
• I tend to worry about things

Discussion questions

Tasks for home

•
•
•
•

Watch and take careful note of
the people you spend time with.
Think about what their
personality type may be.
Celebrate your uniqueness!

Has this activity helped you understand more about yourself?
Did you enjoy finding out?
What have you learnt?
Do you think you will be more aware of people’s different
personalities in future?
• Are you more aware now about how different we are?

Reference: Personality Test #1 Free and Scientifically Valid Big Five Personality Test
https://www.123test.com/personality-test/
Personality test based on C. Jung and I. Briggs Myers type theory
http://www.humanmetrics.com/cgi-win/jtypes2.asp

Invite and respond to questions. End the session on a high
note (e.g. energiser, song or chant).
8

Have fun!

2. Personality differences
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3. what is Puberty and adolescence?
Outcomes

Checkist

• Know key facts about adolescence.

•

Check if there are any newcomers – and make them feel welcome

•

Begin the session with the group greeting

•

Remind everyone of the group rules

•

Recap on last session

•

Tell the group that today’s topic is all about puberty and adolescence

•

Check expectations

•

Run through the intended outcomes

1

• Understand the process of puberty
• Be more confident to ask questions about puberty
and adolescence
Humans, like other organisms, pass some characteristics of themselves to
the next generation. We do this through our genes, the special carriers
of human traits. The genes that parents pass along are what make their
children similar to others in their family, but also what make each child
unique. These genes come from the male’s sperm and the female’s egg.

This session is all about puberty and adolescence
Let’s start with adolescence. Can anyone describe adolescence?

Adolescence is the state or process of growing up, from being a child to becoming an adult.

Invite the group to provide answers and fill in information.

During the pre-teen and teen years, young people go through lots of changes as their
bodies develop into adult bodies.

Allow this after every question.

2

When does adolescence begin?

3

What is puberty?

4

What is the first sign of puberty?

5
6

The process usually begins between nine and 13 years of age (the start of puberty) and continues until 18 or 20
years, but it can happen earlier or later.

Puberty is when changes start to happen to young people as they move from being children to adults and become sexually
mature. Lots of changes happen and the most noticeable ones are changes to the body.

The first sign of puberty is often a growth spurt (suddenly getting taller), but everyone is different.

Girls typically start puberty before boys do. The changes depend on your individual genes as well your
hormones. No one knows for sure when these changes will start. Developing earlier or later than other
people does not mean that there is something wrong. Everybody has their own natural timetable.
Bodies develop at their own special rate.

Does puberty start earlier in girls or boys?

What makes puberty start?

Inside every cell of each living thing (plant or animal) are sets of
instructions called genes. The genes provide the instructions on
what the plant or animal is, what it looks like, how it is to survive,
and how it will interact with its environment (surroundings).

Where do genes come from?

8

What things can affect when and how you experience puberty?

10

Can you tell when your puberty changes will start?

If you have a disability or illness, this may affect when and how you
experience some changes in puberty.

1. No one knows for sure when these changes will start.
2. Developing earlier or later than other people does not mean that there is something wrong.
3. Everybody has their own natural timetable.
4. Bodies develop at their own special rate.

What might be some of the other changes?
Allow the group to
provide answers.

Make a drawing of what you think a
gene might look like.

Each generation of parents pass certain genes onto their children. Every child inherits (is born with) genes from both of
their biological parents and these genes, in turn, express specific traits. Some of these traits are physical such as your hair,
eye and skin colour, how tall you will be and what personality traits you might have. Others are psychological, emotional
and intellectual. They influence how you tend to behave and react.

7

9

Make a drawing of what you think a
cell might look like.

We will talk more about these feelings and urges in later sessions.

Other changes might be new feelings and urges.
Invite and respond to questions. End the session on a high
note (e.g. energiser, song or chant).
10

Have fun!

3. what is Puberty and adolescence?
puberty

adolescence

Becoming sexually mature

From child to adult

New feelings and urges

puberty changes...
I’ve grown out of
my shoes again!

20/01
22/10
21/06
21/03

4/11

11

4. puberty changes... that happen to All of us
Checklist

Outcomes

•

Check if there are any newcomers – and make them feel welcome

• Know some key facts about hormones

•

Begin the session with the group greeting

• Understand how hormones cause changes in our bodies

•

Remind everyone of the group rules

• Be more confident to talk about how these changes affect us

•

Recap on last session

•

Tell the group that today’s topic is puberty changes that happens to all of us

Note

•

Run through the intended outcomes

It’s easier to talk about puberty changes if you’re confident that you know the
subject matter. Make sure that your own questions have been answered before
you begin. If you’re not entirely comfortable having a conversation about puberty,
practice what you want to say first. Let your group know that it may be a little
uncomfortable for all of you to discuss, but it’s an important talk to have. It’s
important to talk about and answer questions about puberty honestly and openly.

1

Today we are going to talk about the changes that happen to all of us
around the time of puberty.

When talking about puberty, it’s important to be reassuring. Puberty brings about
so many changes that it’s easy for young people to feel insecure and alone. Often,
when young people begin puberty, they may feel unsure and insecure about
their appearance, but it can help them to know that everyone goes through these
changes, many of them awkward. They also should know that the timing of these
changes can vary greatly. Acne, mood changes, growth spurts, and hormonal
changes are all part of growing up and everyone goes through it, but they are not
always experienced at the same pace.

Reminder: We spoke about genes last time, but, as we go through
puberty, our bodies also start to produce a special set of hormones.
Does anybody know what hormones are?
Hormones are the things that play a part in changing our
bodies. They are like little chemical messengers (imagine
them like tiny little delivery bicycles whizzing about in our
bodies). They control what is happening in our bodies and
they also affect the way we think and feel. Some hormones
cause changes in how we grow. Others affect our immune
systems. Hormones even affect whether we feel hot or
thirsty!

2

Ask everyone in the group to draw a delivery bicycle and paste them up on a board in
a circle. Ask them to imagine those little bicycles making deliveries to all parts of their
bodies. Explore what that feels like.

So, now let’s look at some of the changes that these hormones are prompting:
Can anybody guess what these changes are?
Oil glands in the scalp become more active.

Allow the group to answer.

3
4

Your hair can become oilier and might need washing more often.

What results can that have?

Skin produces more oil.

What may that result in?

You may develop pimples.

Body areas that have more of these glands are:
• Under the arms		
• Palms of the hands
• Under the feet		
• Between the legs
Adult body smell develops.

During puberty, sweat glands become more active (produce more sweat).
This is called perspiration.
Where are these glands and what may that result in?

5
6
7

Sweating is healthy. Its main purpose is to help the body keep cool. Sweat is made up mainly of water with a small amount of chemicals.
Why do we sweat?

Sometimes nervousness or anxiety increase sweating. Sweat by itself doesn’t smell, but when it mixes with bacteria (germs) and stays on
the skin, a smell can develop. To reduce this, wash your body as often as you can.

How can we control the underarm odour (smell)?

What is douching?

Deodorants control the underarm odour (smell), but they do not take the place of washing.
Make sure you wash yourself thoroughly at least once a day if you can. Do not use vaginal deodorant sprays.
Avoid douching – it is unnecessary and can be harmful.

‘Douching’ means washing out the inside of
the vagina.

Ways to help reduce smelly feet
• Keep your feet clean and dry them well after washing

The vagina is a self-cleaning organ and
regular washing with clean water is enough.

• Wash your shoes (if washable)
• Dry them before wearing

8

How can we control smelly feet?

When sweat gets trapped inside shoes, germs (bacteria
and fungus) grow. This can cause the rotten smell that
sometimes comes from feet and shoes.
12

• Leave shoes to air overnight
• Put powder (corn starch) in your shoes
• Cotton socks are best

4. puberty changes... that happen to All of us
oil glands more active
Scalp		

Skin

sweat glands are more active
Adult body smell develops

Sweating can increase
when nervous or anxious

Sweating is
healthy!

Wash as often as you can

Do not use vaginal deodorant sprays
Avoid douching
Deodorants control underarm smell
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5. Body hair
1

If you want to remove, trim or shape facial or body hair, be sure to do it safely.
Always use clean instruments and follow instructions.

5
6

Skin surface

Hair follicle

Talk to the person next to you, or in a group about all the
different ways of removing hair that you know. Would you use
any of the methods you know? If so, why or why not?

Discussion

2
3
4

Hair

Now let’s talk about puberty and hair:
• The hair all over your body is affected by changes in hormones during puberty.
• We know from earlier in the session that the hair on your head can become oilier
and may need to be washed more often.
• Hair grows under your arms and in your pubic area.
• Hair on your arms and legs (and sometimes on your face and chest) becomes
thicker and darker.
• Body hair is normal.
• It is not unhealthy and is nothing to be embarrassed about.
• Some people like to remove the hair from their faces and/or bodies, others don’t.
It’s a personal choice.

Picture A shows us the hair coming out of our skin.

In Picture B we can see that shaving cuts hair away at the level of your skin’s surface.

Picture C shows that skin might burn or sting if you
use deodorant right after shaving. Shaving cuts the
hair at an angle, leaving a sharp tip, which can loop
back, pierce the skin and grow inwards, causing
infections (cysts – big pimples – or fluid under your
skin).

• Hair will grow out quickly, and will look as though it is darker and
thicker. Always clean razors after use. Never lend/borrow a razor
(as it spreads germs)
• Don’t pull the razor against the direction of your hair because
this can make hair grow back into the skin
• Soften hair by soaking it in warm water
• Use soapy lather or shaving cream/lotion

In Picture D we that see we have the choice of cutting, clipping or not shaving at all. The best way to avoid the problem of
bumps is not to shave at all. Some people cut their facial hair close to the skin with hair-clippers, leaving a little stubble.

Picture E shows us bleached hair. Bleaching lightens the hair but can burn your skin.
Hair
Lightener

7
8

9
10

Picture F shows plucking (or tweezing). Tweezers pull out hairs one at a time and are best for removing stray hairs. Do not
pull hairs from moles.

Picture G shows us hair removal creams. These creams contain
chemicals that dissolve hair just below the level of your skin. Follow
directions carefully as it can be very irritating for some skins. Always
test a small patch and see if any problems occur.

Picture H is about waxing. Hot or cold wax is applied to your skin and then pulled off, taking the hairs with it.
Hair takes a longer time to grow back as the whole hair is pulled out. Waxing is best done by a professional.

Picture I shows electroysis/laser, which is permanent hair removal. This can be be done by a trained technician using an electric
current to destroy the hair at its root. This method is expensive and quite painful.
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5. body hair
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Hair follicle
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6. pimples and acne
Checklist
•

Check if there are any newcomers – and make them feel welcome

•

Begin the session with the group greeting

•

Remind everyone of the group rules

•

Recap on last session

•

Tell the group that today’s topic is all about pimples and acne

•

Check expectations

•

Run through the intended outcomes

1

Allow the group to provide names they
have used for pimples. Encourage
them to have fun, a llowing them to
describe their experience of their first
pimple. Mention that for some y oung
people, pimples cause them to feel
self-conscious. Remind the group to be
gentle w
 ith other people’s feelings.

Pimples, bumps, zits, acne, pustules, spots, blackheads, boils, hickeys,
blemishes, lumps, sores, craters, pits, rashes, blotches, blight, furuncles.
What do you call them? (Picture A)

Today we are going to talk about pimples and acne, and the skin changes
during puberty.
There are so many different names for pimples. Can you think of any?

2

About pimples and acne
Lots of teenagers get pimples and acne during puberty but most skin problems
improve after puberty.

3

4

Let‘s look at the Picture B – if you could see inside your skin, it would look a bit like this
(*not biologically accurate).

Blocked pores can result in:

During puberty, the oil glands underneath the skin start making more oil (called sebum).

• Skin coloured bumps – pimples

•

Looking at Picture C we can see that sometimes there’s too much of this sebum
building up.

• Black dots on your skin – blackheads – caused by a
chemical reaction to the sebum when air reaches it

•

Our skin is constantly shedding dead skin so the sebum, together with dead skin
cells, causes blocked pores on the surface of the skin.

• White dots on your skin – whiteheads –when the opening is
too small for air to cause the chemical reaction

•

Bacteria (germs) on the skin cause infection and swelling and this results in pimples.

Blackheads and whiteheads are both mild forms of acne.

Some tips:

What are the best and worst things to do when a pimple pops up?

• Don’t squeeze pimples – this can cause scarring
• Drink lots of fresh water

Allow the group to answer.

5

• Avoid oil-based creams and cosmetics – they can clog pores
• Find out about safe acne lotions and creams from the chemist

Fill in the gaps and provide these tips.

• Wash your face often but don’t scrub it or use abrasives

End of session

A

• Skin may become discoloured by rough soaps/scrubs/skin
lightening creams containing harmful chemicals

Select the most appropriate for the age and comprehension level of the group.
Encourage them to have fun. If they agree, the activities can be recorded and
shared among the group members.

• Speak to a doctor if your skin problems get bad

B

• Tell the group to break into pairs and explain adolescence
to each other

Divide the group into two groups:
• One group performs a play demonstrating what adolescence means

• Encourage them to take on the role of (pretend to be) older
friend, teacher, or parent

• The other performs a play demonstrating what puberty means

• Allow them to provide feedback and correct misinformation

• Allow them to provide feedback and correct misinformation

• Explore what it felt like for them to provide the information,
and what it felt like to be given the information

• Discuss the difference and similarities

• Repeat the activity exploring what puberty is

C

Allow them to provide feedback and correct misinformation

Divide group into two groups:
• One group is to prepare a play about the body changes like oily hair,
pimples and sweat

Invite and respond to questions. End the session on a high
note (e.g. energiser, song or chant).

• 	The other group is to prepare a play about the different ways to remove
body hair

Have fun!

• Explore what it felt like for them to provide the information, and what it
felt like to be given the information
16

6. pimples and acne
Pimple

A

Whitehead

Blackhead

how a pimple develops

B

Hair
Surface of skin

Pore

Oil (sebum)

Sebaceous gland
Hair follicle

Germs (bacteria)
on skin surface

C

Oil building up
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Blocked pore
= pimple

7. puberty - typical changes for girls
Checklist

Outcomes

•

Check if there are any newcomers – and make them feel welcome

• Recognise the body changes that usually happen to girls

•

Begin the session with the group greeting

• Be more confident to talk about managing these changes

•

Remind everyone of the group rules

20/01

• Be kind and respectful to others as they go through puberty

22/10

•

Recap on last session

•

Tell the group that today’s topic is typical changes for girls during puberty

•

Run through the intended outcomes

21/06

21/03

4/11

All groups should do both activities. It’s
important that everyone understands
what happens to different bodies,
even if they prefer to discuss in a same
gender group.

If possible, there should be three groups – mixed, boys, girls – to
avoid excluding or outing LGBTIQ children and to provide a space
for children who are more comfortable in a same-gender group.

1

We have spoken about the puberty changes that we all experience. Now we will
talk about the typical puberty changes that girls go through. After that we will talk
about the typical puberty changes that boys go through.

Suggest that they make a growth
chart of their own.

Suggestion

2

Looking at Picture A: The first sign of puberty is often a sudden
growth spurt (suddenly getting taller).

Ask the group to draw a basic stick figure. They should then add the body changes that
happen to a girl. Ask them to discuss the changes among themselves and appoint one
member of the group to present the changes that they think happen. When the information
section has been completed, they can make the necessary adjustments.

No two girls are exactly the same. Puberty changes can start
happening from the age of about nine years.

3

Some girls start even earlier, and others when they are older.

Comment on the feedback and link it to information below.

4

How many of you have experienced that growth spurt? What did
it feel like? Did your toes also pop out of your shoes?
You could say: Mine did (jokingly).

Picture B: Breasts change. They get bigger. This is caused by hormones increasing
and that changes the tissue and fat in the breasts (remember we spoke about
hormones earlier).

If you have a disability, the same processes will
happen to your body at puberty.

They may be tender or sore. Nipples and surrounding skin get darker in colour.

5
6
7

Encourage questions between each
picture discussion.

Picture C shows us that hips get broader – waist seems smaller.
Your body type (discussed in a later session) will determine your basic shape.

If you are intersex, your body changes may not happen as
expected. If your body is very different to what is discussed
here, speak to your healthcare professional.

Girls will have their first period (menstruation – Picture D).
We will talk a lot about menstruation in a later session.

Vaginas are self-cleaning.
In Picture E, we can see that hair grows in the armpits and pubic area. Hair
on arms, legs and face can become thicker and darker.

Small amounts of fluid are made inside the vagina and cervix, carrying out old
cells that have lined the vagina.
This is the body’s way of keeping the vagina healthy.

8

The discharge is clear or milky and does not smell bad.

Girls may experience increased vaginal discharge during puberty.
This is completely normal.

The discharge is thicker:
• At the time of the month when the egg comes out of the ovaries
• During breastfeeding
• When sexually excited

What is vaginal discharge?
Allow the group to answer.
Different needs
What challenges might a child might face if they are blind or deaf, or use a wheelchair, or
have a learning disability?

Do not douche (wash out the vagina) or insert
anything into it.
See a nurse or doctor if the discharge smells bad.

How can we make sure they get the information and assistance they need?
Invite and respond to questions. End the session on a high
note (e.g. energiser, song or chant).

Have fun!

People with disabilities might need extra help understanding
and managing the changes in their bodies.
18

7. puberty – typical changes for girls
A
20/01

22/10

21/06

21/03

Growth spurt
4/11

E
B
Breast changes

C
Hips get broader –
waist seems smaller

Vaginal
discharge

D
First period
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8. puberty - typical changes for boys
Checklist

Outcomes
• Recognise the body changes that usually happen to boys

•

Check if there are any newcomers – and make them feel welcome

•

Begin the session with the group greeting

• Be more confident to talk about managing these changes

•

Remind everyone of the group rules

• Be kind and respectful to others as they go through puberty

•

Recap on last session

•

Tell the group that today’s topic is typical changes for boys during puberty

•

Run through the intended outcomes
22/10

If possible, there should be three groups
– mixed, boys, girls – to avoid excluding
or outing LGBTIQ children and to provide
a space for children who are more
comfortable in a same gender group.

21/06
21/03

1

2
3

4/11

We have spoken about the puberty changes that we all experience. In this
section, we will talk about the typical puberty changes that boys go through.
The first sign of puberty is often a sudden growth spurt (suddenly getting
taller) – Picture A).

Suggest that they make a growth chart
of their own.

No two boys are exactly the same.

Discuss places that might be appropriate.

At what age can puberty changes start happening?

Puberty changes can start happening between nine-and-a-half and about 10-and-a-half years of age.
Some boys start even earlier, and others when they are older.

How many of you have experienced that growth spurt? What did it feel like?

Suggestion

Did your toes also pop out of your shoes?
You could say: Mine did (jokingly).
Comment on the feedback and link it to information below.

4

eee#^!
✕

After or during the growth spurt (Picture B), your voice changes, sometimes
‘cracks’ (that means it suddenly becomes lower or higher while talking) and
becomes deeper. Muscles get thicker.

If you have a disability, the same processes will happen to
your body at puberty.

Shoulders get wider. Your body type (discussed in a later session) will
determine your basic shape.

5

If you are intersex, your body changes may not happen as
expected. If your body is very different to what is discussed
here, speak to your healthcare professional.

Picture C shows us how breasts change, where nipples get bigger and
darker.
Soon after signs of puberty, small, firm breast buds can develop right under
the nipples. They can be quite tender.

6

Encourage questions between each
picture discussion.

What causes this to happen?
This is caused by the level of hormones going up and that changes the
tissue and fat in the breasts (remember we spoke about hormones earlier).
In some boys, there is also fatty development around the nipples.
This is normal and quite common and does not lead to any health problems.
In some boys, one breast is more affected than the other.

7
8

Picture D: Testicles start
producing sperm.

Ask the group to draw a basic stick figure. They
should then add the body changes that happen to
a boy. Ask them to discuss the changes amongst
themselves and appoint one member of the group to
present the changes that they think happen. When
the information section has been completed, they can
make the necessary adjustments.

People with disabilities might need extra help understanding
and managing the changes in their bodies.

We will talk a lot more about this in a later
session.

In Picture E, we see that hairs grows on the face, as well as on the legs and arms. Hair
grows on the chest, as well as under arms and between the legs. Feet get bigger too.

20

Invite and respond to questions.
End the session on a high note
(e.g. energiser, song or chant).

Have fun!

8. puberty - typical changes for boys
A
22/10
21/06
21/03

Growth spurt

4/11

B

eee#^!
✕

Voice, muscles,
shoulder changes

C
Breast changes
Hair grows on
face, legs, arms,
under arms,
between legs
and chest

D
Testicles start
making sperm
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9. MILESTONES in sexual development
Checklist
•

Check if there are any newcomers – and make them feel welcome

•

Begin the session with the group greeting

•

Remind everyone of the group rules

•

Recap on last session

•

Tell the group that today’s topic is milestones in sexual development

1

Encourage responses.

Milestones in sexual development
Not everyone goes through puberty at the same age, at the same speed or in the same way. The picture
shows us how our different characters had different experiences.

Observe the reactions and cues from the group.

The boy in the purple shirt tells us about his growth spurt, the boy in green smiles as he talks about how
his voice keeps changing. The girls talk about their milestones, periods, and breast development,
and how that occurred for both, when they were older than most of their friends.

2

What does that show us?

We can see they show a wide variation (big differences) in the rate of physical (of the body) development. This sometimes causes
anxiety (worry) for young people.
It is ‘normal’ for everyone to be different, everyone eventually gets through puberty, and that the anxiety and confusion caused by
puberty are not permanent conditions. You are not alone in your self-doubts and fears.
Change is sometimes difficult, so let’s play a short game that might
make accepting changes a little easier.

Change Game 2: Change your seat
The goal of this activity is to identify and experience the emotions and feelings often
associated with change.
Duration: 5-15 minutes depending on discussion.
Ask everyone to adjust or move their seat to a place that suits them best. Tell them to get as
comfortable as possible – they can lean back, take off their shoes, close their eyes... after the
group has settled and comfortable, ask them to change seats.

Tell the group they might feel shy (embarrassed) when talking
about these things – but after a while it makes it easier to
understand if everyone takes part in the talks . They are each
‘experts’ on their own bodies. They can all learn from each other.
Hand out copies of the quiz, if prepared in advance, or read out the
questions and instruct the group to write down their answers on
paper in their notebooks, if available.

Once they have settled into their new place, ask the following questions:
•
•
•
•

How did it feel to be asked to change seats?
Were you comfortable sitting in a different place?
Why?
Did you view changing seats as an opportunity to sit next to someone new or as an
uncomfortable or unwanted change?
• What are some things that make people not want to change?
• What can you do to make it easier to accept changes?

Notes
Encourage participants to consider and share their own personal
emotions related to making changes. This is what makes the
exercise powerful.
Another twist to this game might be asking participants to change
seats frequently, which also may help them enhance their personal
ability to deal with change.

After the exercise is over, ask:
• How can we help each other to accept and adapt to the changes during puberty?

3

Now we have come to the end of the first chapter.

4

Remember, if you have any questions you don’t want to ask in the group, you can
leave them in the question box. You don’t need to write your name.

5

Here’s a short quiz.

Check the question box.

How did you score?

Self-test quiz – talking about puberty.
How do you feel about...

Mostly As – You could probably run this session!
A. Very
uncomfortable

B. OK

C. Very
comfortable

Reading or looking at pictures about puberty?

Mostly Bs – You’re ready to learn and help others learn!
Mostly Cs – Don’t panic! No pressure. You can do this at
your own pace.

Talking about puberty with my friends
Asking my parents about puberty

Invite and respond to questions.
End the session on a high note
(e.g. energiser, song or chant).

Discussing puberty in class
Sharing info about puberty with other young people
22

Have fun!

9. MILESTONES in sexual development

TYPICAL DIRECTION BOYS

TYPICAL DIRECTION GIRLS

Milestones are important points on a journey.
10½-17 years
Growth of underarm hair

We start the journey through puberty at different times.

12-16½ years
Change in body shape
12½-16½ years
Adult breast size

My voice keeps
changing when
I speak

10½-17½ years
Growth of scrotum and testes

My breasts only
started growing
when I was 17

10½-18½ years
Change in voice
11-18½ years
Lengthening of the penis

I only got
my first
period at 15

11-14 years
Growth of pubic hair

I had a growth
spurt – I grew
2cms in 2 months!

8½-13 years
Breast budding
8½-14 years
Growth of pubic hair
9½-14½ years
Growth spurt – PEAK
9½-16 years
First period (menarche)

12-17 years
Growth spurt – PEAK
12-17 years
Change in body shape

This is a rough guide. Everyone’s journey is different.

13-18½ years
Growth of facial and
underarm hair
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10. body types
Outcomes

Checklist
•

Greet and introduce any newcomers

•

Ice-breaker or group song

•

Tell the group that today’s topic is Body Types

•

Expectations

•

Remember the ground rules

•

Recap previous session

1

• Know the basic body types
• Recognise our own body type
• Understand that differences are natural and
make us unique.

If possible, there should be three groups
– mixed, boys, girls – to avoid excluding
or outing LGBTIQ children and to provide
a space for children who are more
comfortable in a same gender group.

If you have a male and a female facilitator,
match them to the groups. If not, encourage
free discussion by briefing everyone together,
then checking with each group to see if there
are queries rather than listening in.

As we continue on this journey of discovery about ourselves and our bodies, let’s think back to our
discussion about our differences. Do you remember what differences we spoke about? See Picture A.

Allow the group to answer.

2
3
4

We spoke about visible differences – such as shapes and sizes – and invisible differences – such as experiences and feeling. Remember, we also discussed
personalities and our own special differences, that make us unique, or one of a kind.

As we grow, there are some things we can change about ourselves and other changes that happen to us, to our bodies and our feelings. These changes happen because of
genes and hormones.

As we go through these changes, it is important to look after our bodies and our feelings
and to love ourselves. No matter our differences, all of us always deserve kindness and
respect, from ourselves and each other.

Close your eyes for a minute and think about
your body; what makes you different.
Now think about how it makes you unique – one of a kind.

5

Ask yourself and then write down:
1. What does my body do for me?
2. What do I love about my body?
3. What I can do to help my body stay strong and healthy?

Allow the participants to make suggestions.
Prompt if necessary: do they all have the same type of body?
What are body types?

Say: Let’s look at our cast of characters in Picture A. We
can see that they are at different stages of puberty. What
else can you see?

Group discussion.

6

In Picture B – where everyone is ready for the beach – you
can see that adolescents have different body types. Some are
tall, some short, some thinner, some fatter. There are many
different shapes and sizes and they are all normal.

Picture B shows three basic body types:
A – Rounder with soft curves, more body fat (the ‘Endomorph’ type)
B – Slimmer and less curvy (Ectomorph)
C – Wider shoulders, slim hips, more muscular (Mesomorph)
Our basic body type doesn’t change. If you are Type A, you will never
look exactly like Type B or C.
Our shape can change a little depending on what we eat (diet) and how
we exercise.
When you think about how you look and whether you might be
overweight or too thin, don’t compare yourself to others. Eating healthy
food whenever you can and getting exercise will help you to stay the
right weight for your height and body type.

There are three basic human
body types. Most of us do not
completely fit into one type. We
are a mixture.
We might have:
• Narrow or wider waists
• Broad or narrow shoulders
• Big or small feet and hands
• Shorter or longer legs
• More or less muscle

Say: Think about whether anyone has
said anything mean about your body, or
if you have said anything unkind about
someone else’s body. Think about how those
comments made you feel. Think about how
your comments made the other person feel.
In pairs, ask the group to give each other a
compliment. What do they think is fabulous
about their partner, and what is fabulous
about themselves? (It might be the way they
smile, their hair, hands, their voice, their skin,
the way they walk ...)
They will most likely be surprised by what
their partner sees in them. We also see
ourselves and each other differently.

• Bigger or smaller bone structure
• Lots of hair or less hair
Walking and eating fresh vegetables
help keep us healthy.

Remind the group
Don’t compare yourself to people on social media. Those photographs are retouched to make people look
‘perfect’. Everyone has their own idea of what is beautiful or perfect. Our bodies are perfect because they are
our bodies. Your body carries you through life and you must love it for that.
24

3 Ways to Love Your Body – wikiHow:
https://www.wikihow.com/Love-Your-Body

Chapter 2: our changing bodies
A

10. body types
A

B

B
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11. body types - Girls
Checklist
•

Greet and introduce any newcomers

•

Ice-breaker or group song

•

Tell the group that today’s topic is Body Types – Girls

•

Expectations

•

Remember the ground rules

•

Recap previous session

1

If possible there should be three
groups – mixed, boys, girls – to avoid
excluding or outing LGBTIQ children
and to provide a space for children who
are more comfortable in a same gender
group.

Outcomes
• Recognise different body types
• Learn some facts about breasts
• Understand bodily integrity

If you have a male and a female facilitator, match them to the
groups. If not, encourage free discussion by briefing everyone
together, then checking with each group to see if there are queries,
rather than listening in.

Girls come in many shapes and sizes.
They may have:
• Big or small hips and bottoms
• Narrow or wider waists
• Wide or narrow shoulders

Discussion

• Big or small feet and hands
• Shorter or longer legs
• Big or small thighs
• More or less muscle
• Bigger or smaller bones

2

Not all girls will fit into one of these
body types and some may have a
more masculine shape.

Breasts are all different too. We can see from the picture that some girls
have big breasts while others have medium-sized or small ones, and they
can be many different shapes. Nipples are also different sizes, some are
pale, others dark. A mom’s breast size does not mean her daughter’s breast
size will be the same.

Bras
Bras are designed to support the breasts and make them feel
comfortable. It is important to find a bra that fits properly and
gives the right support (e.g. for doing sports).

Some information about breasts

How to work out bra size

There are also many myths (stories that lots of people believe) about breasts.

Note: Bra sizes are usually given in inches. An inch is 2.54 centimetres.

Here are some facts:

• First measure around your chest just below the breasts. Add six to that
number

• Sexiness has nothing to do with breast size
• Sleeping face down will not affect breast size

• If the number is even (e.g. 30, 32, 34, 46, 38, 40, etc.) then that is your
bra size

• Wearing a bra will not affect the shape or size of breasts

• If the number is uneven (e.g. 29, 31, 33, 35, 37, etc.) subtract 1 to get
your bra size

• Boys’ breasts also swell during puberty and can become tender and painful

3

In your group, think about some of the people
that you see in magazines and television. What
have you noticed about their different body
shapes. How do feel about the different body
shapes? Why?

How to work out cup size
• Measure around the fullest part of your breasts, across the nipples

Vulvas – the outside parts of female genitals – are all different too.

• If the number is less than the bra size, your cup size is AAA
• If the number is the same as the bra size, your cup size is AA
• 1 inch more, your cup size is A

Some information about genitals

• 2 inches more, your cup size is B

The outside part of female genitals is called the vulva. Lots of people call it
the vagina but that is the inside part. Vulvas all look different too. There are
many shapes and sizes. The folds of skin on either side are called the labia.
They can be longer or shorter, thicker or thinner. The tip of the clitoris might
be bigger or smaller. (We will talk more about vulvas and vaginas later).

• 3 inches more, your cup size is C
• 4 inches more, your cup size is D
(See page 35 in Tell me .. book).

Discussion
Provide the facts below and – if appropriate – allow for a discussion.

Deciding what happens to your body
No one is allowed to do anything to your body without your agreement. This is called the right to bodily integrity. In some cultural groups, girls are taught to stretch their
labia. This is not harmful but no one should be forced to do it. Some cultures examine girls’ genitals to try to see if they have had sex (a practice called ‘virginity testing’).
In several African countries, cutting of girls’ genitals is practised as part of cultural and ethnic identity. Removing any part of the female genitals (sex organs) for nonmedical reasons is female genital mutilation (FGM). FGM can cause death or permanent health problems as well as severe pain and distress. FGM is a violation of girls’
and women’s human rights. Most countries have made it illegal but it still happens to millions of girls. It is important to make sure girls who have gone through FGM get
proper healthcare and are not teased or treated badly because their genitals look different to other girls.
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12. body types - boys
Outcomes

Checklist
•

Greet and introduce any newcomers

•

Ice-breaker or group song

•

Tell the group that today’s topic is Body Types – Boys

•

Expectations

•

Remember the ground rules

•

Recap previous session

1

• Recognise different body types
• Learn some facts about penises
• Understand bodily integrity

If you have a male and a female facilitator, match them to
the groups. If not, encourage free discussion by briefing
everyone together, then checking with each group to see if
there are queries, rather than listening in.

Boys come in many shapes and sizes.
To keep the group’s attention and interest, if a
question is asked, before answering, invite a response:
What do you/does the group think?

Discuss.

2

Boys come in many shapes and sizes. They may
have:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3
4

Narrow or wider waists
Thicker or thinner necks
Stringy or broad muscles
Wider or broader shoulders
Big or small feet and hands
Shorter or longer legs
Bigger or smaller bones

Penises are all different too. They may be longer
or shorter, thicker or thinner.

What is circumcision?

Discussion
In your group, think about some of the people that you
see in magazines and television.
Not all boys will fit into one of these
body types and some may have a more
feminine shape.

Some information about genitals
The outside parts of the male genitals are the penis and the testicles. Penises are different shapes and sizes.
Testicles may also be smaller or bigger. Sometimes the penis gets stiff. This is called an erection. It happens when
the blood supply to the penis increases. Being afraid, cold or nervous reduces the blood inside the penis, making it
look smaller. Some penises are circumcised; others are not. (We will talk more about penises later).

Circumcision is a procedure in which the foreskin, the skin covering the tip of the penis, is removed.

Encourage the group to answer.

5

What have you noticed about their body shapes and the
way they look? How do feel about the different body
shapes? Why?

Does anyone know why people get circumcised?

Encourage the group to answer.

Discussion
Provide the facts below and – if appropriate – allow for a discussion.

Deciding what happens to your body
In some cultures, a baby boy is circumcised when he is a few days old. In other cultures,
circumcision is practised as an important part of passing from adolescence into manhood.
Some boys and men get circumcised for health reasons. Medical male circumcision can reduce
the risk of males getting infected with HIV during sex. Circumcision should only be performed
voluntarily – with your consent.
You have the right to ‘bodily integrity’. This means that no one can do anything to your body
without your permission.
Whether a boy is circumcised or not, he should wash his genitals every day. If uncircumcised,
the foreskin should be pulled back as far as it will comfortably go when washing, to remove
any bacteria.
(See page 37 in Tell Me About... the Changes in my Body).
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13. my body safety rules
1
2

As we continue on this journey of discovery about bodies and ourselves, we need to
talk about taking care of our bodies and protecting them. It’s important to know the
correct names of all the parts of the body. We all know the names of our not so private
parts, like our hands and feet, toes and ears, etc. Can you name other not-so-private
parts of your bodies? In different cultures, different parts of the body are private and
usually covered.

Outcomes
•
•
•
•

Know what is meant by private parts
Understand safe and unsafe touch
Know the difference between healthy and unhealthy secrets
Identify a safety network of adults who can be trusted

Where younger children are concerned, Body Safety
and Consent education should be age-appropriate, nonthreatening and aim to teach children these basic points.

Which parts of our bodies are private?
If we use the bathing suit (swimming costume) rule – we can say that both girls’ and
boys’ private parts are covered by their bathing suits.

3

Allow the group to respond and encourage
them to identify less obvious not-so-private
parts (like toes and earlobes and eyebrows
etc.) as an amusing icebreaker.

What are the correct names for these parts?

Invite the group to answer and repeat ‘penis’, ‘testicles’, ‘vagina’, ‘vulva’, ‘breasts’ and
‘buttocks’.

4

Emphasise: It is important to use the correct names so that you are
not embarrassed – and if someone touches your private parts (unsafe
touch) you can accurately explain what happened.

Why is it important to know tthe correct names?

Invite the group to answer.

5

We need to know about safe touch and unsafe touch First, let’s talk about safe touch.
What is safe touch?

Allow the group to answer.

6

Are holding hands, hugging and high fives safe touches?
These kinds of touches are common among close family and friends.

It is not OK for grown-ups or older kids to look at or touch your
private parts. It also is not OK for a grown-up or older kids to make
you look at or touch their own private parts. It’s not OK for you to do
this to someone else. Doing this is called sexual abuse.

If they make you feel uncomfortable in any way, then they are not okay.

7
8

There are some touches that might not feel okay, like when you have
cut yourself and your caregiver or a health care worker, for health
reasons, is cleaning up the wound, or when you have an injection
(vaccination). These are good for your body and although they feel
bad, they are an important part of staying healthy.

What is unsafe touch?
Unsafe touches are touches that hurt or leave a bruise, a cut, or a burn (e.g.,
hitting, kicking, pushing).

Sometimes a person who touches a child with an unsafe touch will
tell them that it is OK and it is a secret.

It is not okay for other children or older people to do these things to you and if an
adult does, it is called physical abuse.

This is an unhealthy secret. These kinds of secrets should be
shared with a trusted grown-up.

What is the difference between an unhealthy and a healthy secret?
An example of a healthy secret is a surprise party. It is a good secret to keep,
because it will make people happy and will be told at the right time.

If you are too scared to say no, or you can’t get away, it is not your
fault. The person trying to touch you is in the wrong, not you.

Secret touching is not okay, nor is keeping any permanent secrets
from parents or caregivers who are trying to keep you safe.

A secret about something bad or unsafe should be shared with a trusted grown-up.
This is why you should have a safety network of trusted adults who will believe you.
Children are often afraid to tell their parents if something bad happens, out of fear of
punishment (or because someone threatened them). That’s why it’s important to know other
adults to confide in.

9
10

Who could you go to if someone asked you to keep an unhealthy secret?

You should keep telling until someone helps you.

Think about five people that you could talk to if someone
was touching you in an unsafe way. Make a list of these
trusted people.

What can you do if someone touches you in an unsafe way?
Invite the group to answer and prompt for the following actions:
You can say “No!”, “Stop!”, “I don’t like that”, “Don’t touch me” or anything else
that means NO.
You can also run away.

Practise ways of reacting to an unsafe touch with an ageappropriate roleplay. The participants can break into groups
and each prepare a short drama and present it to the group.
Encourage them to be as loud and boisterous as they can be.

Teaching Children about Body Safety and Consent – Books and Resources – Educate2Empower Publishing – https://e2epublishing.info/blog/body-safety-and-consent-resources
Managing Sexual Abuse in Schools: A Guide for Children, Families and Community Members – https://www.wits.ac.za/media/wits-university/faculties-and-schools/commerce-law-andmanagement/research-entities/cals/documents/programmes/gender/CALS%20Managing%20sexual%20abuse%20in%20schools.pdf
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13. my body safety rules
My body is my body.
It belongs to me.
I can say NO if I don’t want to kiss or hug someone.
I can rather shake hands or blow a kiss if I want.
I can greet without touching.
I am the boss of my body and what I say goes!

my safety network
Trusted adults who will listen to me
and believe me.
I can tell them anything.

early warning signs

If I feel worried or scared or unsure, I can
tell someone in my safety network about
that and why I feel that way.

If I feel scared or unsafe, I might sweat a lot.
I might get a sick tummy, or become shaky.
My heart might beat really fast.
These are my Early Warning Signs that
something is wrong.
If I feel this way about anything, I must tell an
adult in my Safety Network straight away.

secrets
I should never keep secrets that make me feel
bad or uncomfortable. If someone asks me to
keep a secret that makes me feel bad or unsafe,
I must tell an adult in my Safety Network
straight away.

private parts
My private parts are the parts of my body under my
bathing suit (swimming costume). I always call my private
parts by their correct names.
No one can touch my private parts.
No one can ask me to touch their private parts.
No one should show me photos of anyone’s private parts.
If any of these things happen, I must tell an adult in my
Safety Network straight away.

Adapted from Upload Publishing (Pty) Ltd

Teaching Children about Body Safety and Consent – Books and
Resources – Educate2Empower Publishing https://e2epublishing.
info/blog/body-safety-and-consent-resources
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14. Bullying
Outcomes

Checklist
•

Greet and introduce any newcomers

•

Ice-breaker or group song

•

Tell the group that today’s topic is Bullying

•

Expectations

•

Remember the ground rules

•

Recap previous session

1

•
•
•
•

Know what bullying is
Recognise different types of bullying
Understand why bullying is harmful
Be confident to report bullying

Ideally cover this topic over two sessions. If time is
tight, leave out one of the optional activities.

In our previous sessions we learned to recognise ways in which people are different and the
same. We understand now how differences make everyone unique and equal.

Everyone has the same basic human rights, including
the right to an education, the right to be treated fairly
(equality), and the right to be safe. Children have some
extra rights to protect them and make sure adults look
after them. This includes taking action to stop bullying.*

We are learning to celebrate our uniqueness.

Ask the group to comment on the good things about differences.

2
3

Sadly, people are often teased, harassed, or ignored because they are ‘different’. This is bullying.
Optional

Can anyone tell the rest of the group what they think bullying is?

Ask for four or five volunteers to act out a drama.
Take them aside tell them the story.

Allow answers.

The characters are:
• Julius/Julia the bully. A loud angry person with a strong
voice.

A story of bullying
Several children are walking home from school. A bully is waiting ahead.

• Ayanda the victim. A gentle quiet person (boy or girl).

One of the children, Ayanda, is in front, walking slowly, daydreaming. The others are some
way behind. As Ayanda gets close to the bully, he starts teasing and taunting him and
shouting insulting things. Ayanda gets a terrible fright and tries to protect himself.

• Two or three bystanders – they should perform the story.

The bully starts pushing at Ayanda and pulling at his shirt. The bully takes Ayanda’s school
bag, empties it on the ground and jumps on the contents. The other children catch up and
see this happen. Some turn and go in another direction. Some stay and watch. Some laugh
at Ayanda and one child films the bullying on a cellphone. The bully pushes Ayanda over
and walks off. After a while, Ayanda gets up, dirty and with torn clothes, and limps away.

Teaching respect means embracing each others’
differences and treating everyone with kindness and
dignity. You can teach and model respect in the home,
community and school.

After the story/drama has been presented, ask the following questions.

4

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How would you feel about behaving this way towards Ayanda?
Does this kind of thing happen?
Do you think it was a good or bad way to behave?
Do you think the bystanders know Ayanda felt bad?
How do you think Ayanda felt when he saw the bully?
How did Ayanda feel when he was bullied?
Could you know how Ayanda was feeling? How?

Allow answers.

5

By putting yourself in his/her shoes (empathy).

Encourage a discussion about peer pressure.
Ask the group to give some examples.

Definition of bullying
A person being exposed repeatedly and over time to intentional injury or discomfort
inflicted by one or more person/people. The imbalance of power, strength or isolation,
may lead to one child being victimised. Bullying is unprovoked, hurtful behaviour by one
or more people against another person or group, and is meant to cause harm. It may
include physical, verbal, psychological or sexual harm. It might happen face to face, or
using notes, photos, phone or text messages or social media.

So, what is bullying?
. %$#^&%$#

Bullying is when a person says or does hurtful things to another
person, more than once and on purpose.

6

Look at pictures A and B. What is the difference in the
kind of bullying we can see in Pictures A and B?

Allow answers.

What kind of bullying are we seeing in Picture C?

Look more closely.
What can you see from the facial expressions and
body language in the group?

Allow the group to
look more carefully
at Picture C and
encourage answers.

Bullying can be saying or doing.

7

8

Some people are drawn into
bullying against their will
because of peer pressure.
(Peer pressure is when friends
try to influence or talk you into
doing things that you do not
want to do. Many people give
in because they want to be
accepted by their friends).

Allow answers.

Bullying can also be where a child or group of children keep taking advantage of
the power they have to hurt or reject someone else (Picture C).
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*These rights are written down in the UN Convention on the Rights of the
Child and the the African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child.

14. bullying
A

B

. %$#^&%$#

C
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15. Types of BULLYING
1

See if you can identify more types of bullying from the pictures facing you.

Optional
Divide the participants into four groups and give each
group information about one of the headings (a, b, c and d).

2

Get them to prepare and perform a TV drama or radio show
about the the various types of bullying under their heading.

Note the responses and fill in gaps from the list below.

After each group has performed their roleplay, thank them
and ask the other groups for feedback.

Different types of bullying among children include (but are not limited to):

3

Ask everyone:
• What would you do if you were in this situation?

a. Physical – of the body
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• What would you do if you observed this?

Forcing anyone to do things they do not want to do
Taking or hiding other children’s belongings
Demanding money
Kicking, hitting, punching, pushing, choking, hair pulling, biting
Making obscene gestures
Pulling down pants/snapping bras
Tripping children up
Damaging property
Threatening with a firearm, knife, brick, stick or any other weapon

4

Add extra information from the boxes. Discuss who
participants might seek help from to deal with bullying.
Talk about sexual bullying (e) at a level appropriate to the
developmental stage of the group.

Social media does not cause bullying
and sexual violence, but extends its
reach and impacts the form that it
takes.

b. Verbal – words
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Verbal threats
Teasing, mocking, taunting, mimicking
Prejudiced remarks (e.g. racial, orientation or sexist)
Threatening and embarrassing gestures
Writing nasty letters about someone
Insulting family members
Name calling
Swearing
Graffiti

5

It is important to:
• Recognise the sexually violent
nature of much of cyberbullying
• Recognise that there is a high
level of harm associated with
cyberbullying and sexual violence
• Talk about intimidation, consent,
power, and control in the context of
cyberbullying

c. Psychological – emotions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Spreading rumours
Excluding someone from activities/groups
Telling others to stop liking someone
Trying to dominate a person
Intimidating someone by staring
Humiliating or making a fool out of someone
Making a person feel scared
Frightening a person into bullying someone else
Threatening to share secret, embarrassing information or pictures

6

d. Cyber bullying – using technology (eg cellphones, internet)
• Threatening, harassing, embarrassing or otherwise hurting someone using the Internet,
cellphone or computer.
• This includes making phone calls, sending emails, text, audio, video or picture messages.
• It also includes misusing cameras, video facilities, chatrooms or meeting apps to contact or
record someone without their permission.

7

e. Sexual – unwanted or inappropriate sexual attention
• Threatening to harm someone in order to make them engage in
sexual activity
• Trying to make someone send or receive pictures or videos related
to sex
• Saying insulting, threatening or mocking things to or about someone
based on their sexuality or gender (sexism and homophobia)

Allow time for questions and encourage discussion.
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15. Types of Bullying
1

Explain some of the effects of bullying appropriate to the age of the group.
Effects of bullying
• Bullying can cause lifelong harm.
• Bullying affects the victim’s self-esteem (sense of their own value as a person).
• Bullying can lead to depression, panic attacks, and physical problems, such as headaches, tummy pains and bed-wetting.
• Children who are bullied often suffer academically because they fear going to school and can’t concentrate.
• Friends often turn their backs on the victim because they are afraid of being bullied themselves. This leaves the victim alone, without support.
• Some even leave school or avoid going to college or university to avoid bullying.
• Some victims, out of anger and lack of control of their own lives, seek out someone who is weaker than they are and target them; hence the victim turns into the bully.
• Some people are so hurt by the cruel treatment that they think about suicide and some take their own lives.
• It is common for children who are bullied to be victims of bullying as adults since their self-esteem has been so devalued that they don’t feel they deserve to be
treated well.

Explore ideas.

2

Discuss what it means to be a bystander. Why do people ‘stand by’ when someone
else is being hurt?
How can we help stop bullying?

Stress the importance of bystander reporting and how to report it if you are also afraid.
Encourage advocacy at school. (‘Suggestion boxes’ for anonymous reporting, awareness
days, posters, marches, etc.) (Picture D).
Talk about empathy: thinking how you would feel if you were the victim and how it feels
to be kind and help someone else.

3

What you can do if you are being bullied.

STO
P!

• Firmly tell the bully to stop. (Picture E)
• Seek help. Talk to someone you can trust.

People who are passive communicators often display a lack of
eye contact, have submissive (meek, mild or obedient) body
posture and find it hard to say ‘no’.
People who are aggressive communicators tend to speak in a
loud and demanding voice and keep intense eye contact. They
often dominate or control others by blaming, intimidating,
criticising, threatening or attacking them, among other traits.

• Report to a member of staff or prefect.
What to do if someone you know is being bullied

People who are assertive communicate openly. They make
appropriate eye contact, can express their own needs, desires,
ideas and feelings, while also considering the needs of others.
Assertive communicators aim for both sides to ‘win’ in a
situation by understanding each other’s positions and needs.

• Care enough to do something about it, whether it
affects you personally or not.
• Report to a member of staff or prefect or place a note
in the ‘suggestion box’.
• Remember – speaking up early can prevent someone
from being badly hurt.
To prevent bullying:

Make sure you only report what you know. Don’t spread rumours.
Falsely accusing someone of bullying also causes serious harm.

• Respect yourself and others.
• Think about how you would feel in the victim’s position.

Example

I pledge:

Practice in pairs saying STOP, using (Picture F) passive,
aggressive and finally, assertive body language.

Get the group to design a poster that can be signed by
everyone with the following pledge (or their own).

Invite and respond to questions. End the session on a high
note (e.g. energiser, song or chant).

Have fun!
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Never to bully
To speak up when I see bullying
To reach out and be a friend to
others who are bullied.
Signed:

15. Types of bullying
D

OUR SCHOOL
SAYS NO
TO BULLYING

No
Bullying
Zone

E

STO
P!

F

Aggressive

Passive
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Assertive

chapter 3: REproduction
Checklist

1

•

Check if there are any newcomers – and make them feel welcome

•

Begin the session with the group greeting

•

Remind everyone of the group rules

•

Recap on last session

•

Tell the group that today’s topic is Reproduction

•

Run through the intended outcomes

This session is about reproduction.
What is reproduction?

If you have a male and a
female facilitator, match them to
the groups. If not, encourage free
discussion by briefing everyone
together, then checking with each
group to see if there are queries
rather than listening in.

Outcomes
• Understand what reproduction means
• Know the names of the human
sex organs
• Be more comfortable to talk
about reproduction

As an ice-breaker, ask the group to give the different
names they use for the sex organs. Write up the words
and discuss where they come from and why they might
be used. This can elicit a lot of laughter and helps the
group relax and feel less embarrassed.

Allow the group to answer.

Reproduction is how animals and plants make more of themselves.
Mammals, including humans, produce their children (offspring) by a male
sperm fertilising an egg from the female.

2
3

Allow the group to answer.
What is a mammal?

Can you think of some mammals?

A mammal is a warm-blooded animal. Some live in the water,
others on the land, in a variety of environments. Mammals can
exist in warm or cold weather because of their warm blood. Fur or
hair lets them survive a range of temperatures.

Allow the group to answer.
A few examples are dogs, cows, monkeys, dolphins, elephants,
goats, mice, pigs, rabbits, sheep, horses and lion.

4
5
6

Allow the group to answer.
• Girls and women have vulvas and vaginas, which are the
‘female’ reproductive organs.
• Boys and men have penises and testicles, which are the
‘male’ reproductive organs.
• Some people are intersex, which means they have sex
organs that are not typically male or female.

7

Once they have completed their drawings,
initiate an open discussion.

People use many different names to refer to sex organs. It is helpful to know and use the
correct names so that we can understand and explain changes in our bodies.

The differences are not
always visible.
Can anyone volunteer to tell us the
correct names for male and female
sex organs?

Hand out Template 2. Ask everyone to draw
what they think the internal (on the inside)
sex (reproductive) organs and external (on
the outside) sex organs look like. Reassure
participants that this is not a test.

Ask: How did it feel to draw these organs?
Why is it difficult for some people to name
the reproductive body parts?

All mammals have sex organs. Sex organs are also called
reproductive o
 rgans because they are the parts of the body
that make them able to r eproduce (have babies).

This section looks at how reproduction happens in humans.
Human beings are typically either male or female,
depending on what type of sex organs they have.

Start with this fun activity to put the
group at ease about the topic then define
the key words you will be using. Post the
words ‘penis’ and ‘vagina’ in big letters. Ask
the group to say them out loud in funny
voices. Encourage laughter to help the group
to engage, become more comfortable and
prepare for the upcoming topics.

We will learn more about intersex in later sessions.

Stress that slang names are often used because
people are embarrassed to use the proper
names for body parts. This might teach children
that their private parts are shameful and not to
be spoken about. This can cause problems in the
case of sexual abuse, or even discussing health
needs. Stress the importance of using the proper
names for penis and vagina in the same way as
for other body parts.

Not all people can have children, and some
people choose not to.

In these sessions, we describe body parts as simply as possible, using
language that is familiar to people from different language and cultural
backgrounds. Not everyone uses girl and boy labels in this way. We all
have the right to choose any labels we use for our own body.

Mammals: Information for Kids & Students With Pictures & Amazing Facts
https://www.activewild.com/mammals/
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16. female reproductive (sex) organs
Checklist
•

Check if there are any newcomers – and make them feel welcome

•

Begin the session with the group greeting

•

Remind everyone of the group rules

•

Recap on last session

•

Tell the group that today’s topic is Female Sex Organs

•

Run through the intended outcomes

1
2
3
4

Outcomes

If you have a male and a female
facilitator, match them to the
groups. If not, encourage free
discussion by briefing everyone
together, then checking with each
group to see if there are queries,
rather than listening in.

• Know the correct names for the different parts
of the female sex organs
• Understand how an egg is fertilised.

Sexual abuse prevention education

Young people should understand that their
‘private parts’ are off limits to others. But young
people also need to be comfortable using the
correct names for their sex organs, rather than
using words that suggest something jokey or
unpleasant. Children should be able to identify
body parts as private, but still correctly name
them. When funny or cute names are used in
place of the words penis, testicles, vulva and
vagina, it can create the idea that some body
parts are shameful or bad.

Note: the sessions on both
female and male reproductive
organs are important for all
participants.

We have learnt from the previous activity that females have reproductive organs on the
inside and the outside of their bodies.

Let’s look at Picture A. Here we can see the outside part. This is called the vulva. This
is the proper name. Lots of people mistakenly call it the vagina. Vulvas come in all
shapes and sizes.

In Picture B we see the inside parts of the female reproductive organs. These include
the vagina.

Invite the group to look carefully at the picture.

Inside the body

fallopian
tube

Can you see where the vulva is?
Check with the group that they can each identify
where the vulva is.

uterus
(womb)

ovaries

egg
cervix

You can’t see this but
at the entrance to the
vagina, there is a thin,
stretchy bit of skin called
the hymen. It serves no
known purpose and can
stretch open.
The hymen has nothing
to do with virginity.
‘Losing your virginity’
means having consensual
sex (sex you agree to) for
the first time.

vagina

5

vulva

Above the vulva is the vagina. Is that clear?
Can you see the vagina above the vulva?
The vagina leads up to the cervix, which connects
the vagina with the womb.

6

Can you see, the vulva at the bottom, with the vagina above
leading into the cervix and then into the womb?

The womb is also known as the uterus, and is typically the size and shape of a
large pear – made of muscle.

Encourage the group to look carefully at the picture again.

7

Who knows what the womb is for?

Allow the group to answer.
If a female egg is fertilised by a sperm from a male, pregnancy occurs. The womb stretches to allow the baby to grow
throughout the pregnancy. (We will learn more about this in later sessions).
Now if we look on either side of the uterus, Picture C, we can see ovaries with the the eggs inside.

8

Can you see the ovaries?
There are thousands of eggs inside the ovaries. At puberty, these eggs start t o mature and begin to come out of the ovaries into the
fallopian tubes one at time, every month (at first, this is not regular).
At birth, the ovaries already contain lots of immature eggs. At
puberty, these eggs start to mature and during the menstrual cycle,
(usually) one egg is released into the fallopian tube. This event is
called ovulation.

VULVA

Clitoris
Inner labia
Outer labia

Urethral
opening (urine)
Vagina
Anus

9

In Picture D, we see the vulva from a different angle as it leads into the body.
• The outside part is called the outer labia. These are outer folds of the vulva.
• The inner labia folds protect the opening of the urethra and the vagina.
• The urethra is the tube that carries urine out of the body. In between the inner folds of the vulva is the
tip of the clitoris, which is very sensitive. It has the same t ype of tissue as the penis. The differences are
due to hormones.
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16. female reproductive (sex) organs
Inside the body

A

B

fallopian
tube

uterus
(womb)

C

ovaries

egg
cervix
vagina
vulva

D

VULVA

Clitoris
Inner labia
Outer labia

Urethral
opening (urine)
Vagina
Anus
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17. male reproductive (sex) organs
Outcomes

Checklist
•

Check if there are any newcomers – and make them feel welcome

•

Begin the session with the group greeting

•

Remind everyone of the group rules

•

Recap on last session

•

Tell the group that today’s topic is Male Sex Organs

•

Run through the intended outcomes

1
2
3

• Know the correct names for the different parts of the male sex organs
• Understand how a sperm fertilises an egg

Sexual abuse prevention education

Young people should understand that their ‘private
parts’ are off limits to others, but young people also
need to be comfortable using the correct names
for their sex organs, rather than using words that
suggest something jokey or unpleasant. Children
should be able to identify body parts as private,
but still correctly name them. When funny or
cute names are used in place of the words penis,
testicles, vulva and vagina, it can create the idea
that some body parts are shameful or bad.

We learned from the previous activity that males have reproductive (or sex) organs on the
outside of their bodies. We can see that when we look at Picture A. Male sex organs are
the parts of the body that make males able to reproduce (make babies).

Picture B shows the male sex organs. What are the proper names for
the male sex organs?

At what age do penis and testicles start to change?

Encourage the group to answer.
The proper names for the male
sex organs are penis and testicles.
They come in all shapes and sizes.
Allow the group to answer.
There is no specific age by which the penis and testicles will start to change. The growth of the
penis happens at different rates for different boys.

4

Allow the group to answer.

Does anyone know what an erection is?

Sometimes the penis gets stiff. This is called an erection. It happens because the blood supply increases.
Men and boys and even babies have erections. Erections can happen while a person is asleep, when
the penis is touched, or when the person is sexually excited. During puberty, erections can happen
unexpectedly.
Although the male reproductive organs are outside the body, Picture C gives a simple idea of what is
inside the penis and testicles.

5

Can you see what is inside the testicles?

6

Who knows what the purpose of sperm is?

Encourage the group to look carefully at the illustration. What is sperm?

Allow the group to answer.

Sperm is necessary to make a baby. Sperm are the male
seeds (or reproductive cells). During puberty, the testicles
start producing sperm. Sperm look a bit like tadpoles and
are very tiny. You need a microscope to see them. See
Picture D.

Allow the group to answer.

7

What happens when a sperm joins with a female egg?

The cells divide and an embryo starts to develop.

8

How does the sperm get to the egg?
This can happen when the erect penis is inside the vagina and the semen (the liquid containing the sperm)
shoots out very fast (ejaculation).

9
10

Can a girl get pregnant in other ways?
Semen can also cause pregnancy if it is transferred from fingers or a condom into the vagina.

How many sperm does it take for pregnancy to occur?
It only takes one sperm to fertilise an egg. Each sperm has the boy’s genetic information inside
it. Each egg has the girl’s genetic information. A baby has both parents’ sets of information.

11

How many sperm do the testicles produce?

12

What happens to sperm that do not come out of the penis?

Allow the group to answer.
The testicles produce millions of sperm in a day (about 10-30 billion sperm every month).

The body absorbs sperm that do not come out.
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17. male reproductive (sex) organs
A
Inside the male sex organs

C

Bladder
Penis

B

Penis

Sperm
Testicles

Testicles

This is a simplified drawing, it is not biologically accurate.

D

Sperm
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18: Menstruation
Checklist
•

Check if there are any newcomers – and make them feel welcome

•

Begin the session with the group greeting

•

Remind everyone of the group rules

•

Recap on last session

•

Tell the group that today’s topic is all about Menstruation

•

Check expectations

•

Run through the intended outcomes

1

Outcomes

f you have a male and a female
facilitator, match them to the
groups. If not, encourage free
discussion by briefing everyone
together, then checking with each
group to see if there are queries,
rather than listening in.

• Know what happens at different stages of
the menstrual cycle
• Understand what causes menstruation
(periods)
• Be confident to ask questions about
menstruation and puberty.

Remind the group to to leave questions in the box, via
anonymous feedback app, or invite questions via e-mail or text.
Answers can be provided without disclosing who the question came
from within the group by saying “I heard someone talking about...,
or lots of people are wondering about...”

We spoke last time about the womb or uterus and we learned
that every month, the lining of the uterus thickens to prepare to
receive a fertilised egg. When the egg is not fertilised, a menstrual
period occurs. Now we are going to talk in more detail about
menstruation.
What do you know about menstruation?

Menstruation, or having a period, is when a small
amount of bloody fluid from the uterus (womb) is
released through the vagina.

Encourage the group to talk among themselves
about happens during menstruation.

2

What causes menstruation to happen?

3

What is the menstrual cycle?

4
5

7

Remember the drawing showing the ovaries on either
side of the uterus holding all the eggs?

There are thousands of eggs inside the ovaries. At puberty,
these eggs start to mature. About half way through the
menstrual cycle, hormones send a signal to one of the
ovaries to release a mature egg – this is called ovulation.

The whole process in the picture is called the
menstrual cycle. It happens about every 28 days.

Who gets periods?

Ovulation is when an egg
comes out of an ovary. If
a sperm fertilises the egg,
pregnancy can happen.

Most people don’t feel it when they ovulate, but
some ovulation symptoms are bloating, spotting, or
a little pain on one side of the lower stomach.

Once the egg leaves the ovary,
it moves along the fallopian tube
toward the uterus (womb). The
lining of the uterus thickens ready
for the egg. If the egg is not
fertilised, the thick lining is not
needed so it breaks down, and
comes out of the body through
the vagina. That’s a period.

A cycle

Period
Uterus lining being shed
New egg starting to mature

Menstrual cycles are not always regular.
Stress and illness, and not getting enough
to eat, can affect periods.
Egg reaches the uterus and
starts dissolving if
pregnancy does not occur
Uterus lining starts breaking
down. When period begins,
Day 1 of the cycle
begins again

Most people who have uteruses, vaginas,
fallopian tubes, and ovaries get periods.

8

An egg is smaller
than a pinprick. Sperm is
even smaller.

To understand the menstrual cycle, we
need to start with the ovaries.

(Go back to the illustration on page 45 if necessary).

6

Menstruation happens because of hormones.
Remember we learned about the role of hormones in an
earlier session? Hormones play a role in when puberty
starts. During the menstrual cycle hormones makes the
eggs in the ovaries mature – ready to be fertilised.

Period finishing
Uterus lining growing
thicker in preparation for
fertilised egg

When do periods start?

Certain disabilities affect menstruation but generally, girls
with disabilities do have periods.

Periods usually start from nine years, but can
start earlier or later. Periods last between three
and six days but can be longer or shorter. Most
girls have periods but there are conditions that
prevent menstruation.

Not everybody who gets a period identifies as a girl or woman.

Egg is travelling along the fallopian tube towards the uterus
Lining of uterus thickening
Pregnancy likely if semen gets into the vagina

Intersex people might or might not menstruate. It
depends on their internal sex organs and hormones.

Not everyone who identifies as a girl or woman has periods.
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chapter 4: Menstruation
the menstrual cycle
A cycle

Period
Uterus lining being shed
New egg starting to mature

Egg reaches the uterus and
starts dissolving if
pregnancy does not occur
Uterus lining starts breaking
down. When period begins,
Day 1 of the cycle
begins again

Period finishing
Uterus lining growing
thicker in preparation for
fertilised egg

Egg is travelling along the fallopian tube towards the uterus
Lining of uterus thickening
Pregnancy likely if semen gets into the vagina
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19: fertilising the egg
Outcomes

1

Now let’s go back to the journey of the egg.
What do you know about eggs?

Check that the group understands about eggs.
There is often confusion. (Refer to Picture B and
go back to the female reproduction picture in the
previous session).

• Know the basic facts about how an egg
is fertilised
• Understand what happens after
fertilisation takes place
• Know what happens if fertilisation
doesn’t take place

Remind the group that a female is born with thousands of (ova) eggs ready to
mature as she becomes adult. These are the female ‘seeds’ that, together with
sperm, can create a new life.

2

Look at Picture A. Every month, one of the mature eggs travels
towards the fallopian tube. We can see where the eggs are if we
look at Picture B.

3
4

Remember that eggs are smaller than pinpricks and sperm are even smaller so you
need a microscope to see them.

Can you see the fallopian tube?
There is one on either side of the uterus joining the
ovaries (Picture A).

Can you also see the egg as it moves along the tube towards
the uterus?

5

Encourage the group to look carefully.

Encourage the group to look carefully.

Picture C. If people have sexual intercourse, semen can get into the vagina. If that happens
while an egg is in the fallopian tube, a sperm might reach the egg. The sperm and egg can then
join together and the egg is fertilised (Picture D). If fertilisation happens, the girl can become
pregnant (Picture E).
So, we know that unprotected sexual intercourse can result in
sperm from a penis entering the vagina and reaching the egg in
the fallopian tube.

6

If the girl does not become pregnant, what happens?

Encourage the group to answer.

If the girl does not become pregnant, a menstrual
period occurs.
Refer to the menstrual cycle on the previous page if there is
any confusion.

7

If the fertilised egg attaches itself to the lining of the uterus, the cells of the egg will start to divide and an
embryo will form (Picture E). Encourage the group to look carefully and to discuss what they see.
Encourage the group to look carefully and discuss what they see.

8

Picture F gives an idea of what the
embryo looks like at about eight weeks.
(It is about 1.2 centimetres long).

The embryonic stage ends at eight weeks.
After that, the embryo is called a foetus.

Fertilization – The Epic Story of the Sperm facing Incredible Odds to
Unite with the Egg. https://youtu.be/_5OvgQW6FG4
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19: fertilising the egg
A
B
egg
fallopian
tube

ovaries

sperm and egg join together

C

D

embryo forms

E

F
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20: Menstrual health
Outcomes

• Understand what happens during a menstrual period
• Know different ways to manage a period
• Be aware of the need to stop period stigma

1
2

Now we will return to the subject of menstruation. Everyone needs to know about
menstruation and menstrual health. It affects everyone in some way. People who
don’t menstruate have family members who do. Please ask as many questions as
you want.

When do periods start – and end?

Menstrual fluid is a mixture of blood, nutrients
and tissue from the lining of the uterus.

3

Periods usually start from the age of about nine years and stop around the age of 45-55 years. The
time when periods end is called menopause. Everyone who menstruates needs products to manage
their periods. They have the right to a choice of products that suit them (Picture A). They should also
have all the information, health services and support they need to manage any discomfort or health
issues due to menstruation.

During menstruation, a small amount of menstrual fluid, which looks bloody, comes out of the
vagina. Something is needed to soak up the fluid and prevent clothes from being stained.

What happens to menstrual fluid?

Ask the group to discuss what methods can be used.

Encourage discussion and note any areas of concern that are not covered in the session.

Sanitary towels/pads (Picture C) are special pads usually made out of cotton wool and can be bought at some shops. Some pads are
disposable and others are washable. They are placed inside the panties between the legs. Some have a sticky side to hold the pad
in place. Some have ‘wings’ that help prevent leaks. A medium pad holds a teaspoon (5ml) of menstrual fluid.

Tampons (Picture D) are tubes of cotton wool that are inserted into the vagina to catch the blood. They
should be used one at a time, and changed often to prevent infection. It is important to make sure that
the last tampon is removed at the end of the period.

Menstrual cups (Picture F) are usually made of latex-free silicone. The cup is inserted into the vaginal
opening. They can be worn for up to 12 hours at a time, are easy to clean and easy to sterilise and can last
for years if looked after correctly.

If pads, tampons or cups are not available, any clean material that easily soaks up liquid, like old cut up t-shirts can be used
(Picture E). It needs to be folded into a pad-like shape and placed inside the panties. Homemade cloth pads should be
changed often and washed with soap and cold water, then dried. If possible, they should be ironed to kill germs. Clean,
folded toilet paper, cotton wool or tissues can be also be used.

4

Can one pad or tampon be used overnight?

A pad (Picture G) will usually last through the night without leaking. It is better to use a pad at night
than a tampon, which needs to be changed more often.
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20: menstrual health
A

Different methods to soak up menstrual fluid

B

C

D

E
F

tampons
sanitary towels (pads)

other methods

menstrual cup

G

pads worn inside panties

tampons and menstrual cups worn inside the vagina
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20: Menstrual health
1

How often does someone have to change a pad or tampon?
It is important to change it regularly to prevent leakage and growth of bacteria (germs). It will depend on the person’s menstrual flow and where
they are (at school, work or travelling) when they can change. It is advisable to change the pad or tampon every 4-6 hours.

2

What about bathing during a period?
It is important to wash often (Picture I). A period is not dirty but like any bodily fluid it can become smelly
after it has been in contact with air for a while.

3

Can people see the pad?
Sometimes girls are afraid that other people can see their pad
(Picture H). Asking a friend or looking in the mirror to check if it
shows is all that is needed. A pad feels much bigger than it looks.

4

What is the best way to dispose of pads or tampons?
Wrap them in paper or plastic and put them in a sealed bin. Do
not flush down the toilet (Picture J).

5

How long does a period last?
A period usually lasts 4-7 days – but it can be shorter or longer. It may
not be regular, or happen at the same rate throughout the day or
night, or from one day to the next.

6

How much bleeding is ‘normal’ during a period?

Period s
tigma
must st
op!

Each individual is different. It can be anything from 5ml (a teaspoon) to 80ml
over 2-7 days. Some people’s menstrual flow is just a couple of drops daily;
for a few it might be two teaspoons or more on some days. Factors such as
age, height and weight and whether a person has had children, can affect
their period.

7

Why do some people get pains when they menstruate?
Many girls have cramps during the first few days of their periods. These are
caused by chemicals in the body that make the muscle in the uterus
contract (pull in). These pains can be dull or sharp and intense.

Ask if there are any ideas around helping with pain. Explain that placing a
hot water bottle on the stomach can help the clenched muscles to relax.
Brainstorm how to make a homemade hot water bottle.
Tips: Take an empty plastic or glass bottle. Make a cover for the bottle using
towel or fleece then fill the bottle with warm water.
DO NOT use boiling water as that may cause burns or melt the plastic bottle.

Discuss the stigma of periods in the group.
• Why does is happen?
• How does it affect people?
• Is it a type of bullying?
• Will education around menstruation help get rid of stigma?
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H

I

Period s
tigma
must st
op!
Can anyone see my pad?

J
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21. Notes for the facilitator
on sexuality education
Encourage the group to read and discuss the 10 rules for sexuality education facing them.

Approach each session like an everyday conversation. This allows discussion to evolve.
Young adolescents will be more open to learning and asking questions if they feel relaxed.

Normalise rather than dramatise these topics. Refer to the sexual body parts
as easily as you would an arm or leg. Demonstrate that sex education is not
embarrassing.

Tips
Post appropriate ground rules for sexuality education up front –
invite input from the group.
Have a clear procedure for managing disruptive students.

Put the participants’ needs first. Children have a right to relevant information about
their own bodies and their sexuality.

Allow participants to be silent throughout the course if they wish but
check outside the group if they are following and if they have any
concerns.

Sexuality education is very important in the fight against sexual and gender-based
violence. Ignorance puts children at greater risk of abuse, early sexual debut, unwanted
pregnancy, HIV and other STIs. Factual, objective information helps young adolescents to
cope with the changes of puberty and to make healthy choices. It also enables them to
recognise and seek support for sexual and reproductive health challenges they might face.

Some suggested ground rules:
•
No teasing, put-downs or harassment
•
No personal questions
•
There is no such thing as a stupid question
•
Respect diverse opinions
•
Stick to the topic

Empowering our young people with knowledge helps them to identify behaviours that
could expose them to harm.

Add as needed

Ten reasons for sex education
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Younger children just going into puberty still have natural curiosity rather
than a deeper sense of being self-conscious.

To understand the changes that happen to the body and feelings during puberty
To get accurate information about sexuality and sexual and reproductive health
To learn the correct words about sex and body parts (replacing slang)
To learn how to make healthy choices in the teen years
To develop the values of respect, consent and equality
To recognise signs of unhealthy and harmful sexual behaviour
To unlearn myths and misconceptions about sex
To get more comfortable talking about sex, sexuality and gender
To build skills to resist negative peer pressure
To know where to get reliable information about sex

Ideas underpinning the sessions
1.

2.

Seven standards of expertise

3.

The facilitator should be:
1. Comfortable with and competent in teaching sexuality education
2. Respectful of individual, family and cultural characteristics and experiences
that may influence student learning about sexuality
3. Knowledgeable of the biological, emotional, social and legal aspects of
human sexuality
4. Able to make decisions based on applicable laws, regulations and policies,
as well as professional ethics
5. Able to deliver age- and developmentally appropriate sexuality education
that is aligned with standards, policies and that reflect the diversity
of the community
6. Able to use a variety of effective strategies to teach sexuality education
7. Able to implement effective strategies to assess student knowledge,
attitudes and skills in order to improve sexuality education instruction.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Adapted from National Teacher Preparation Standards for Sexuality Education Advisory
Committee. www.FutureofSEx.org

8.

Schools require a clear policy on CSE and all educators need training
on the law and policy, relevant topics and implementation so that
learners have equal and standardised access to CSE.
If a CSE programme is to be successfully integrated and taught, there
is a fundamental need to take local cultures into account in terms of
curriculum content and teaching approaches. It is important to secure
local buy-in. Facilitators must be comfortable dealing with perceived
incompatibility between CSE and religious and cultural norms.

Sex is normal. It’s a deep, powerful instinct at the core of human
survival. Sexual desire is natural and sexual activity based on consent
and respect contributes to happiness and self-esteem.
Adolescence is tricky. Young people reach puberty many years before
society considers it acceptable to have sex. Most teenagers have strong
sexual urges and are bombarded with cultural messages and peer group
challenges to have sex and to abstain. Dealing with sexual desire is one
of teens’ most challenging tasks.
Young teens are trying to understand themselves as sexual beings, in
terms of gender identity and sexual orientation. Society imposes rigid,
binary categories that don‘t fit everyone and lead to discrimination and
violence. Being free to question is vital.
Many people have difficulty talking about sex. Euphemisms, slang
and jokes are common when people are misinformed, awkward,
embarrassed or ashamed.
Sex can harm people. A significant proportion of young people, girls
especially, experience sex for the first time as violent or coercive and
become stuck in abusive relationships. Levels of sexual harassment,
abuse, rape and femicide are extremely high.
Early sex is risky. Two characteristics of adolescence are a sense of
invulnerability and underdeveloped executive function. These result
in many teens becoming sexually active without thinking through
consequences.
Values matter. Some areas are controversial, such as premarital sex
and abortion, but there’s almost universal agreement on the following:
Sexual exploitation is wrong. Sex should always be consensual.
Knowledge and open communication are protective. Ignorance and
dishonesty are harmful.
Assertiveness is an important life skill. Many young people will be
tempted, pressured or forced to have sex that is harmful. Knowing how
to avoid and/or deal with such situations is crucial.

Why Teach Sexuality Education in School? Teacher Discretion in Implementing
Comprehensive Sexuality Education in Rural Zambia | International Journal for
Equity in Health | Full Text
https://equityhealthj.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12939-019-1023-1

Well-prepared educators/facilitators who understand the value of
sexuality education are able to give young people access to the
information and skills they need to make healthy decisions.

(20) Barriers to Providing the Sexuality Education that Teachers Believe Students
Need | https://www.researchgate.net/publication/236069052_Barriers_to_
Providing_the_Sexuality_Education_That_Teachers_Believe_Students_Need
CSE: The challenges and Opportunities of Scaling Up https://www.hst.org.za/
publications/NonHST Publications/CSE_scaling_up_conference_ready_version.pdf

Having a clear understanding of the topics and latest information
increases confidence to discuss issues openly. This avoids teachers
exercising their discretion to ‘protect’ children from topics that they as
adults feel insecure about. Remember, children need CSE to protect
them from from abuse and unhealthy choices.

National Teacher Preparation Standards for Sexuality Education: https://
advocatesforyouth.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/teacher-standards-1.pdf
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22. sexuality and gender
Checklist
•

Check if there are any newcomers

•

Introductions/ice-breaker

•

Tell the group that todays’ topic is Sexuality and Gender

•

Expectations

•

Remember the ground rules

•

Recap previous session

•

Tell the group that todays’ topic is Sexuality and gender

The facilitator needs to be very comfortable discussing the
subject of sexuality and gender, and be clear on the various
definitions. Thorough preparation is essential.

Outcomes
• Know the different meanings of the
word sex
• Know the difference between gender
and sexuality

Sexuality education is very important in the fight against sexual abuse.
Your knowledge helps you to identify behaviours that could expose you to harm

Tips

1

• Post ground rules for the session – invite input from the group.

We learnt right at the beginning of this programme that we are all different.
(Picture A). Look at our cast of characters again.

• Have a clear procedure for managing disruptive students.
• Allow participants to be silent if they wish but check outside
the group that they are following and if they have any
concerns.

Can you name some of their differences?
Allow the group to identify the differences as they see them.
Note on paper or flipchart, or in message (as available).

2

Can you name some of the other differences we spoke about?

Some suggested ground rules:

Allow the group to name the differences and add to notes.

3

• No teasing, put-downs, or harassment
• No personal questions

We spoke about different shapes, sexes and genders, sizes and personalities.
We know now that there are so many ways that humans are different, and that each
person is unique (one of a kind) and very special. Some of us are shy and some find it
easy to make friends.
We have different ways of showing our feelings and we enjoy different activities.

• There is no such thing as a stupid question
• Respect diverse opinions
• Stick to the topic
• Add as needed

We also feel attraction and affection towards different people and express this in
different ways.
In this part, we will focus on sex and gender, these differences, and what it means to
have love, friendship and respect for people who differ from us.

4

Don’t pressurise anyone to answer
a question or make a comment.

Let’s start with a question.
Can anyone in the group tell us what sex is?

Allow the group to answer.

5

If you have a male and a female facilitator,
match them to the groups. If not,
encourage free discussion by briefing
everyone together, then checking with
each group to see if there are queries,
rather than listening in.

Sex means different things. If we look at Picture B, we see that the
word ‘sex’ can mean two things.

2. Sex also means your boy or girl label

1. Sexual activities – sexual acts or sexual behaviour
There are many kinds of sexual activity. Sexual intercourse is when the penis is put into the vagina.
Sexual behaviour in adolescence usually starts with hugging and holding hands, leading to kissing
and touching, followed by other types of intimate behaviour.
Sexual activities have different risks for pregnancy and infections such as HIV.
Sexual pleasure can come from thoughts, talking and touching. It happens when our feelings and
our bodies are aroused. When the pleasure gets intense, it can lead to an orgasm. For boys, the
orgasm is followed by ejaculation.

Intimate can mean personal, loving,
private, close and trusted.

an

Hum

These are the symbols
used for:
female

Arouse can mean awaken, inflame,
alert or stimulate.

male
intersex
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Some people call it your biological sex or your assigned
sex.
Your sex is what goes on your birth certificate after you are
born, saying that you are male or female. This is usually
based upon what your genitals look like.
• If you are born with obviously female genitals (vulva/
vagina) you will be classified as female.
• If you are born with clearly male genitals (penis and
testes) you will be classified as male.
• Some babies are born with genitals that are not typical
so they may be classified as intersex, but they will
usually still be given a boy label or a girl label.*
• So, a person’s sex can be female, male or intersex. We
are not simply males or females.
* Intersex features may only become noticeable around
the time of puberty.

22. sexuality and gender
SEXUALITY EDUCATION IS VERY
IMPORTANT IN THE FIGHT AGAINST
SEXUAL ABUSE.
YOUR KNOWLEDGE HELPS YOU TO
IDENTIFY SEXUAL BEHAVIOURS
THAT COULD EXPOSE YOU TO HARM.

A

what is sex?
B
2. Your biological (assigned) sex

1. Sexual activities

n
a
m
Hu

female
male
intersex
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23. more about intersex
1

Outcomes

What is intersex? Can anybody tell us what they know about this term?

• Understand the term intersex
• Know the different characteristics that determine our sex
• Recognise sexual diversity

When a baby is born, it is usually obvious that it is a girl or a boy.

2

How do we know that?

Allow the group to answer.

Typically, a baby will have an obvious vagina or penis. Sometimes the baby’s
body does not look typically male or typically female. Then we say the baby is
intersex. Usually, the baby will still be given a boy or girl label.
Intersex variations are not always visible. Some people find out during
puberty that they are intersex and some never find out that they have intersex
variations. There is a range, or spectrum, of sex characteristics that make us
who we are.

3

Encourage responses but do not probe. Remember to
allow participants to be silent if they wish.

Intersex is a term (word) that covers various differences in
chromosomes, hormones and sex organs that are not typically
male or female.

Picture A shows a spectrum (like a rainbow from purple to pink) of girls and boys. The
blue merges into purple and then into pink. We see girlish girls, boyish girls, girlish boys
and boyish boys.
Remember, our sex is not just about genitals or what our bodies look like on the outside.
It is also about what is inside. The development of our internal reproductive organs, like
other parts of our bodies, are also affected by genes and hormones.

4
5

We see that nature does not decide where ‘male’ ends and intersex begins, and where
intersex ends and becomes female. It’s humans who decide.

The banner (Picture B) says: “There are so many ways of being human”. We can see
our biological sex is another example of how we are all different, and all the same.
When we go through puberty, some of the ways we are growing and changing are
obvious and some are not. Some of our differences are easy to notice and some are
not. Some of us adapt to the changes more easily but we don’t always know how
others are coping, so let’s always be kind and ready to listen or help.

We all need to be accepted and respected no matter how we look, where we come from or
what our sex organs are like.
That starts with being caring, kind and patient to each other.
We can show each other how to be accepting and respectful of differences.
We can be united by:

An intersex person may identify as (feel that they are) male or female,
just like anyone else might feel comfortable with their male or female
label, or question it. A person might also feel they are ‘non-binary’.
What does non-binary mean?
For some young people, being non-binary means that they don’t
identify as either male or female. They might feel like they’re a blend
of both male and female, while others may feel like they don’t identify
with either.

We are a
ll d
we are a ifferent ...
l
There ar l the same
e so man
y ways
of being
human.

Like all human body parts, genitals come
in different shapes and sizes. All genital
tissues (penis and clitoris) share the same
origin. They start from the same type of
cells during development in the uterus.

1. Our experiences living with variations in our bodies.
2. The knowledge that our differences are a natural part of human diversity,
3. The belief that we should not label other people.

Kindness: A visual demonstration using
two apples
The apple lesson is intended to demonstrate kindness.

Intersex people are diverse. They are not a separate group. They come from all parts of
society, from different ethnic and cultural backgrounds and communities.
Read the banner (Picture C).
Discuss with the group.
Identity is a personal decision. Gender identity can remain the same throughout life, or
can change. A label can change as as a person changes, it does not mean that they are
confused. There are lots of people who don’t want to be labelled. Some people may feel
that none of the common labels feel right to them.
All people have the right to equal protection without any discrimination, including on the
basis of sex, sexual orientation, gender identity or intersex status.

What is Intersex? Frequently Asked Questions and Intersex Definitions – https://
interactadvocates.org/faq/
Non-Binary Gender: How to Talk to Kids | Moms.com – https://www.moms.com/nonbinary-gender-talk-kids/
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We know that harsh words can hurt us but we often don’t show
the pain on the outside. We can go through our whole life hiding
the pain.
Props: Two apples.
The activity involves dropping one of the two apples repeatedly
on the floor.
(Some force might be needed if the apple is not ripe enough.)
Each time you drop the apple, say nasty harsh words to it.
Then look at the other apple and say kind and gentle words to it.
Once this has been repeated a few times, cut both apples open.
The group will see see that inside the dropped apple there
are signs of damage and bruising, while the other apple has
remained intact.
Ask: What does this show us?
End the activity with a hug or high five all around, if appropriate.

23. more about intersex
A

B

C

We are a
ll diffe
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24. gender roles and gender identity
1

Outcomes

It’s easy to confuse sex and gender.
Can anyone tell us the difference between sex and gender?

Allow the group to answer.

In the last session, we learnt that sex means mainly two different things. We can
say our sex is male, female (and in some cases intersex). So, Mpho’s sex is male,
Sisi’s sex is female, and Zoni’s sex is intersex.

• Understand gender roles
• Describe the difference between sex labels (assigned sex),
gender identity, gender expression, and attraction

We can also say sex is sexual activities – sexual acts or sexual behaviour. For
example, two people are having sex.
When we talk about a person’s gender we are talking about
how biological differences are linked to social differences.

Ask the group if this is clear.

2

But what is gender?
To explain: A person is born a female, male
or intersex but learns how to behave like a
boy or girl. These are called gender roles.

3

An easy way to remember the difference between
between sex and gender is that sex is about bodies and
gender is about identity.

Allow the group to answer.
Use these two as
examples of gender roles.
Encourage discussion.

Some common gender roles

What do pictures A and B show us?

• Women do the cooking, men bring the money.
Gender roles are how we are expected to act, speak, dress
and behave based upon our assigned (biological) sex.
For example, boys and men are generally expected to be
strong and to be in charge.

• Nursing and caring comes naturally to women.

Girls and women are generally expected to dress in a
‘feminine’ way, to be polite, obedient and nurturing.

• Women cry, men do not.

• Women wear skirts, men wear pants.
• Boys play with trucks, girls play with dolls.
• Men must be strong and aggressive; women must
be gentle and obedient.

These behaviours are affected by many things (culture and
different beliefs) that may impact positively or negatively on
a person.

Discussion: In your community, what are the expected behaviours of girls and boys? Are they different? In what way?
How do you feel about these roles?
Different societies tend to have fixed ideas about what girls and boys should and shouldn’t do even though they might have the same abilities,
interests and feelings. Gender roles may change over time.

4

Now we will talk about the Gender Identity part of gender (Picture C).
Gender identity is how you feel inside. It’s a feeling that begins very early in life. Your
feelings about your gender identity begin as early as age two or three. Gender identity isn’t
about who you’re attracted to, but about who you ARE.

Transgender

Cisgender

Gender identity is how people feel about being male or female.

5

Encourage the group to think about this question for a few moments
and then to discuss their thoughts.

Have you ever thought about how you feel about being male or female?

Some people feel comfortable that their body parts match their identity. They often don’t even think about it. They feel
comfortable with the boy or girl label they were given when they were born (their assigned sex). They are cisgender.

6

Ask the group to repeat the word. Cisgender.
(Pronounced Sis-jenda).
Sometimes some people don’t feel comfortable that their body parts
match their identity.
They may be transgender. For example, if a person is born with a boy’s body
but in their heart they feel they are a girl then they may be a transgender girl.
A person born with a girl’s body who feels in their heart they are a boy, then
they may be a trangender boy.

They might want to dress differently and change their given name. Some people take
medication (hormones) and may have surgery to change their body so that it matches
their gender identity.

Gender is about the way that people
behave, think and look as females or males.
Different cultures, religions and communities
have different ‘rules’.

Some people feel neither male nor female. Some people feel like
a boyish girl, or a girlish boy. They may choose to be known as
‘genderqueer’, ‘gendervariant’, or ‘nonbinary’ or other words too. The
language is changing all the time.
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24. gender roles and gender identity
WHAT IS GENDER?

gender roles

A

B

gender identity

C

Transgender

Cisgender
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25. gender expression
1
2

So, we understand now what gender roles are. We know that a person is born
female, male or intersex but learns how to behave like a boy or girl.

We understand that gender identity (cisgender or transgender) is how
you feel inside about being male or female.

Are there any more questions about gender roles or gender identity?

Introduce a
short icebreaker.

3

Allow the group to
discuss these characters.

If we look at Picture A – what is it showing us?
This gives us an idea of how people show their gender. We often show our gender by the way we dress and behave.
This is called gender expression.

This is a complicated subject and
sometimes it takes a bit of time to
understand all of the concepts.

Ask the group to shut their eyes and think back to the time when they were growing up.
They should imagine themselves when they were about five years old. Ask them to draw a simple picture of:
•
•
•
•

What they remember doing at that age
How they were dressed
Who they were playing with
What they were playing with or what game they were playing

1. Stick their drawings up on the wall, with the girls’ pictures on one side and the boys’ pictures on the other.
2. Ask them to walk around and look at all the pictures.
3. Ask them to notice what the differences are between what they see in the girls’ and boys’ drawings: Are they dressed differently?
4. Are they playing different games or doing different things?
5. Ask them why they think these things are different in girls and boys?
6. Ask them what their earliest memory was of realising that they were male (boy), or female (girl)?
7. Were you treated differently from the ‘opposite’ sex?
8. Were you aware of being treated differently?
9. Ask participants to form boy and girl groups and talk to each other about the things they did that were different from what the ‘opposite’ sex was doing.
10. Then ask each group to work together to develop a short role-play that demonstrates these differences.
11. Ask them to prepare to present to the other group.
1. Ask the female group to make a five-minute presentation. After they have completed the role-play ask the male group:
What did this tell you about being raised as male or female?
2. Ask the male group to make a five-minute presentation. After they have completed the role-play ask the female group:
What did this tell you about being raised as male or female?
Ask the whole group: How did they feel sharing this memory with the others?
Make sure that they talk about feelings, not thoughts:
1. What did the memory tell them about being raised as male or female?
2. What were the different expectations their caregivers had of them?
3. How did they feel about the different expectations their caregivers had of them?
4. What have they learnt from this activity?
Adapted from Sexual and Reproductive Health and Life Skills. Meyersfeld & Vujovic. Anova Health Institute 2012.
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25. gender expression

How we show our gender
in our behaviour and dress

A
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26. identity, attraction, sex & expression
1
2

Outcomes

Sexuality and gender – what a lot of things we have spoken about so far!
Have you found this interesting?
Let’s just recap before moving onto the last part of this complicated and
fascinating subject.

• Understand that there is a difference between gender
and sexuality
• Describe the difference between biological sex,
gender identity, gender expression and attraction
• Know at least one reason it is helpful and important to
recognise these different components within gender

identity
How you feel
inside

We have talked about:
• Sex – sexual activities and being female, male or intersex
• Gender identity – how you feel inside.
• Gender roles – how society expects you to look and behave

expression
Your dress,
appearance and
how you behave

attraction
Who you are
attracted to

Let’s look at the Picture A to help us understand some of these words better.
This is the Genderbread person and the picture will help us to better
understand what we mean when we say ‘gender,’ and all the different ways it
shows up in our lives.

sex
Your genitals

Genderbread Person – Safe Zone Project

3

Can you see where the brain is?

Discuss what you have learnt so far in your
group. Write up feedback.

This knowledge is based on what we understand to
be the options for gender, and how much we align
(or don’t align) with one of those options. Gender
identity is our psychological sense of gender.

We can see the word IDENTITY there. So, this helps us understand that gender
identity is who we, in our heads, know ourselves to be.
This includes the gendered ways people see us.

4

Next, let’s look at the line and the arrows that go from the brain right down to the toes, covering the
entire diagram. That label is EXPRESSION.
Gender expression is all the different ways we present ourselves through our
actions and our clothing, our posture, our manner and how we speak.

With gender expression, people often think of hair
styles, grooming, make-up, clothing, mannerisms, and
other things we see on the outside. ‘Femininity’ and
‘masculinity’ are the two words that people generally
use to describe the different ways our expressions show
up. This can vary a lot in different societies at different
times. For example, in some cultures, long robes are
seen as feminine and trousers are seen as masculine.

Let’s talk about some of the different types of clothing that people wear in your community.
(Draped robes, tunics, kurti, saris, sherwanis, dashikis, djellabas, kangas and gagra cholis, etc.)

5

Now, we go up to the label that says SEX.
Sex here generally means the physical makeup of our bodies, and specifically all
the body parts we’ve named as sex characteristics (vagina, penis*).

6

Now, look at where the heart is. We see the label ATTRACTION linking to the heart.
Attraction is the different ways we feel pulled towards or drawn to other people.
This categorisation is referred to as SEXUAL ORIENTATION.

7
8

Look at Picture B. Here, we see that ATTRACTION is another thing that lets us see how we are all different.

People are attracted to each other in many
different ways and for different reasons.

These are the primary traits we’re born with, and the
secondary that we might develop later in life. (Lots of
things make up what we call sex, including body hair, hipto-shoulder ratio, chromosomes, pitch of voice and more.)

This is often categorised based on our gender and
the gender of those we feel drawn to.

Encourage
discussion around
the different
attractions.

Sexual orientation is about who we’re attracted to and might want to have a
romantic, physical (of the body) and emotional (of the heart) relationship with. Sexual
orientation is about feelings.

Types of sexual orientation
• Being attracted to someone who is a different gender – (girls who are attracted to boys, or boys who
are attracted to girls) is often called being ‘straight’ or ‘heterosexual’
• Being attracted to people of the same gender is often called being ‘gay’ or ‘homosexual’
• Gay girls may prefer the term ‘lesbian’
• Being attracted to both boys and girls is often called being ‘bisexual’
• Being attracted to people across many different gender identities (male, female, transgender,
genderqueer, etc.) may be called ‘pansexual’ or ‘queer’
• If someone is unsure about their sexual orientation, they may call themselves ‘questioning’ or ‘curious’
• If a person doesn’t experience any sexual attraction to anyone, they may call themselves ‘asexual’
• Talking a bit more about attraction, we know that people experience attraction (or don’t) in a lot of
different ways.
• Two common ways people describe attraction is as ‘sexual’ and ‘romantic’.
• You can think of sexual attraction as the drive to engage in physically intimate behaviours like touching,
kissing or intercourse.
• Romantic attraction is the drive to engage in socially intimate behaviours like flirting, dating, and marriage.
• Some people experience both, some only one, and some neither. And within those experiences of
attraction, we often focus on the gender of others whom we are attracted to.
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Break into four groups. Each group prepares a
short explanation on biological sex, gender
identity, gender expression, and sexual
orientation/attraction and presents their
‘educational show’ to the other groups.

Being respectful of our differences
Remember, there are lots of people who don’t want to
be labelled. Identity is a personal decision. Some people
may feel that none of the common labels feel right to
them. Sexual orientation and identity can remain the same
throughout life, or can change depending on attraction,
partner or who the person is sexually active with. This is
completely normal. A label can change as you change; it
does not mean you are confused.
Note: The Genderbread Person is not meant to be a ‘utopian’
vision of society and gender, but to more accurately depict
the ways we experience gender today.

26. IDENTITY, ATTRACTION, SEX & EXPRESSION
Understanding the words

A

identity
How you feel inside

expression

attraction

Your dress, appearance
and how you behave

Who you are attracted to

sex
Your genitals

Adapted from the Genderbread Person
Genderbread Person v3.3 | The Genderbread Person
https://www.genderbread.org/resource/genderbread-person-v3-3

ATTRACTION
B
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27. sexual feelings and pleasure
Checkist

Outcomes

•

Check if there are any newcomers

• Learn about sexual feelings during adolescence

•

Introductions/ice-breaker

• Understand how hormones affect feelings

•

Tell the group that todays’ topic is Sexual Feelings and Pleasure

• Find out more about safe ways to deal with feelings

•

Expectations

•

Ground rules

•

Recap previous session

•

Discuss the ground rules for sexuality education

1

The facilitator needs to be very comfortable discussing the
subject of sexuality and gender, and be very clear on the various
definitions. Thorough preparation is essential.

After the last sessions, you should understand the difference between gender and sexuality.
You should also know the difference between biological sex, gender identity, gender expression, and,
from this last session, attraction. Is there anything that is not clear?
Explain the main concepts (biological sex, gender identity, gender expression, and sexual orientation/
attraction) again if necessary.

2

We’ve spoken about our appearance and the physical changes that happen at puberty.
But there are other changes that happen too.

Allow the group
to answer.

Can anybody think of the other changes?

3

These changes are caused by hormones (the hormones that
we have spoken about that start changing during puberty).
They affect the way we think and feel. Everyone experiences
this differently and at different times but it is common to have
very strong feelings. We may feel suddenly happy or sad,
excited or angry, shy, fearful or brave.

We also experience changes in the way we feel during puberty.
So, this part is about the feelings part of sex.
Let’s look at the picture of the couple (Picture A). She is asking, ‘What is sex, really?’
What do you think is happening between these two?

Understanding how our hormones affect us allows us to enjoy
these new feelings in safe and healthy ways.

Allow the group to answer.

4

If we look at Picture B, we see that we may also have strong sexual urges and feel suddenly and intensely attracted to
others. (We spoke about attraction in an earlier session).
What causes this to happen?

5
6

‘Feelings’ means different things. It can mean:

Can you think of other feelings we may have?

• Physical (of the body) sensations
• Emotional (of the heart) states

Are the new feelings and urges that will start during puberty
a natural part of growing up?

Allow the group
to answer.

This is a normal part of growing up. It can be very exciting and pleasurable, and
confusing and upsetting. Many of us start wanting to express our feelings towards
others and have intimate relationships.

7

• Romantic attraction

An intimate relationship is when two people take the time to truly
get to know and care about each other. It is important only to do
this when we are ready and without taking risks.

More information about sexual feelings.
• Sexual feelings, or feelings of wanting to have sex, can be very strong.
• Sexual feelings are normal but that does not mean that you are ready
to have sex.
• Your body may be ready, but your heart and mind might not be.
• Sexual feelings can overcome your common sense and may lead to
unsafe behaviour.

8

Allow the group to answer.

Consensual means that both people agree.

About sex
There are many different ways of having sex. Sex is one of the ways in which
people can show love for each other.
Sex can be enjoyable, and safer, in a loving and consensual relationship where
both partners know their rights and their responsibilities.

Different cultures, religions and generations have different ways of talking
about sex.

It is important not to be pushed or to push anyone into a sexual relationship. It
can help to have a friend or adult we really trust to support and advise us. As
we grow older and have more knowledge and experience, we may be able to
recognise unequal sexual relationships due to gender, age, economic status or
differences in power.

There are lots of confusing messages about sex and sexuality.
It is always important to check what people tell us, whether it is friends,
family, teachers and other adults, social media, magazines, radio and TV.
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27. sexual feelings and pleasure
A

What is sex
really?

B
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28. dealing with sexual feelings
1

Sexual feelings, are biological reactions of our bodies. They are normal and they can feel very nice.
Being attracted to someone and wanting to be near them and touch them can be very exciting. It can
also be overwhelming and if the other person doesn’t show any interest in you, it can be upsetting.

It is natural for humans to enjoy their bodies.
Sexual feelings and desires happen throughout life.
It is important to learn how to deal with them in a
healthy, respectful and safe way.

2

Learning to manage sexual feelings, or feelings of wanting to have sex (arousal) is important to be safe and to make healthy relationships. This is a bit easier if you
understand what happens in your body when you have sexual feelings.

3

When you are excited by something or attracted to someone, it
causes biological reactions. What is a biological reaction?

4

Do you think these reactions are different in girls and boys?

Allow the
group to
answer if they
are willing.

Biological reactions are hormonal changes that happen inside your body. They happen to us
all the time, when our senses are stimulated – for example, by the smell of food or the sound
of thunder. When you are attracted to somebody and you are near them, or even think of
them, pleasure chemicals (dopamine) are released by the brain. Your heart might start pumping
harder, your breathing could get faster and you might feel blood rushing to your face. For
some people, these reactions happen very quickly and for others they take longer.

When boys become sexually excited, they might have an erection, which
means their penises get bigger and stiffer.
It is important to remember that erections don’t only happen because
someone is feeling sexy.
They can happen unexpectedly, even during sleep.

Girls get sexually aroused in a similar way but it doesn’t show because their sex
organs are inside. Their vagina becomes wet (from the fluids passing through the
vaginal walls).
Safe sexual activities (Picture A)

5

People enjoy sexual feelings without having sex.
Can you think of examples of this?

Kissing
Kissing and touching are some ways that people show sexual feelings. People also talk and text about their
feelings and desires. Remember this must only be done with consent. No one should pressurise you to do or
say things that make you feel uncomfortable.

Media
Some people like to watch romantic or sexy movies or TV series. This can be a safe way to enjoy sexual
feelings, if you follow age restrictions. People also watch music videos, look at photos of their crushes, read
romantic novels and magazines to explore their feelings of attraction. Texting and phoning are other ways to
be intimate without sex.

Sexual feelings are personal.
We can’t control when they
happen. We can control
whether we share them or how
we show them. We need to
ask before touching, kissing or
hugging someone. That’s called
consent. Even when you have a
romantic or sexual relationship,
it’s important to agree about
sharing and showing feelings.
Consent is needed every time.
For example, you agreed to hold
hands with somebody one day,
you don’t have to do it the next
day.

Consent
It is important that any activity with
another person is based on CONSENT –
that means they both freely agree. Don’t
be pressurised into doing something that
makes you uncomfortable and don’t push
anyone else to do so. See pornography
below.

Masturbation
Another safe alternative to sexual intercourse is masturbation.

6

7

Pornography, or porn, is media (for
example, videos, magazines and photos)
that is created to make people who see it
sexually excited. It is a crime to make, watch
or share pornography involving anyone
under 18.

What is masturbation?
(Picture B) Masturbation
means touching your own
genitals (vulva or penis) in a
way that feels pleasurable
(nice). This may lead to a hardto-describe feeling of intense
pleasure called orgasm.

Most people masturbate at some time in their lives.

Both boys and girls masturbate
and experience orgasm.

This is not true. Masturbation is not harmful.

This should be done privately. Some people masturbate
more than others and unless it interferes with normal daily
activities there is nothing wrong with it.
Some believe that masturbation will cause all sorts of
strange things to happen.

Thinking about things that are exciting while masturbating
is completely normal. These are called fantasies.

(Picture C). Orgasm (’coming’)

What is an orgasm?

It’s difficult to explain exactly how an orgasm feels, but it is usually a very pleasurable
experience. It is caused by muscles contracting (getting tight). When it happens, the
brain releases lots of different hormones that make you feel good. The feeling starts
in the genitals and moves outwards, sometimes affecting the whole body.
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Pornography can be harmful in several
ways. It often portrays sexual violence and
exploitation. It shows women as sex objects.
It gives the impression that sex is more
important than any other aspect of life. It
promotes unrealistic ideas of what bodies
should look like and how people should
perform sexually. This can make people feel
ashamed of their bodies and make them
believe that they are not ‘good enough’.
There is a lot of explicit sexual content in
social and online media. Many adolescents
get information and ideas about sex and
relationships online. This can be confusing
because real life is different to what is shown
online.

Internet Safety 101: Pornography 101
https://internetsafety101.org/
whatispornography

28. dealing with sexual feelings
A

B

C
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29. Coping with erections
1

In Chapter 3 we learned that sometime the penis gets stiff when the blood supply increases and that this is called an erection. During puberty, erections can
happen unexpectedly.
We know that men, boys and even babies have erections and they can happen when the person is excited, when the penis is touched and while a person is asleep.

2

Sometimes boys are worried that other people can see their erections. It’s
probably more noticeable to the boy himself than anyone else.
The pictures provide some tips on how boys can cope with erections.
a. Wear looser or longer clothes. Put hands in pockets.
b. Think of something else until it goes away.
c. Tie a sweat shirt around your waist with the sleeves hanging down.
d. Sit down until it goes away.
e. Carry a notebook, shopping bag, or satchel to cover it.

An erection is a natural body response and often a person has no control
over it.

ejaculation
When boys have an orgasm (after the penis gets stiff and hard) the muscle
spasms usually result in the semen spurting out of the penis, perhaps a bit like
opening a cool drink can after shaking it. This is called ejaculation.

3

What is ejaculation?
During ejaculation a male has a very intense (strong) and pleasurable (nice) feeling
that is known as an orgasm (‘coming’).
A small amount (about a teaspoon) of sperm, mixed with seminal fluid (semen) is
released from the opening in the tip of the penis. This semen contains about 300
million sperm).
The testicles continue to make more sperm all the time.
Some boys have their first ejaculation during a wet dream, others as a result of
masturbation or sex.
People with vaginas can also ejaculate but the fluid might not come out of the body.

wet dreams
During puberty some boys have their first ‘wet dreams’.

4

What is a wet dream?
A wet dream is ejaculation that happens during sleep. A person might
wake up to find the bed or pajamas are a bit wet.
Lots of boys have their first ejaculation while they are asleep. Wet dreams
are part of the process of becoming sexually mature. They do not mean
that a boy should start having sex.
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30. What is love?
Outcomes

Around the time of puberty, you will begin to have more interest in people
as romantic or sexual partners, sometimes having strong feelings of love.

• Explore what is meant by ‘love’
• Recognise different types of ‘love’ and friendship

The following activity will help you to gain awareness of the different types
of love.

• Be more comfortable talking about thoughts and feelings

What is love?

Ask participants to write down what the word ‘love’ means to them.
Take feedback, and write up on the flip chart, exploring what the word ‘love’ refers to.
1.

Does the word love apply to the love someone has for his or her boyfriend or girlfriend alone?
Does this word love also apply between brothers and sisters or to school friends?

2.

Ask the group to agree on how they use the word. (Will it apply just to the love they have for their boyfriend or girlfriend [romantic love] or is it used for
everyone?) If not used for everyone, can they find other words or expressions to describe love that is non-romantic?

3.

Once everyone has agreed upon one or two words or expressions meaning love, ask everyone to divide into pairs, preferably with someone they have not
worked with before.

4.

Explain that we’re going to begin by talking about love between friends or family members, that is, love that does not involve romance and sex.

5.

Ask each pair to take it in turns to describe three things you do to show love to a brother, sister or close friend.

6.

Call everyone back to the full circle. Ask participants to share their thoughts, first on things they do to show
love to this person and then things they expect from him or her. If there is general agreement, move on. If not,
encourage participants to discuss the different views further in the whole group.

7.

Ask the participants if they believe that their ‘things to show love’ would be agreed on by the person they were
thinking of. (A brother or sister or friend.) Ask in what ways their views might differ.

8.

Explain that now we are going to talk about love between people who have a relationship together
(girlfriend or boyfriend).

9.

Ask each pair to take it in turns to describe to each other three things they would do to show to a partner
(girlfriend or boyfriend) that they love him or her, and then three things they expect a partner who loves them
to do to show love to them. (Note: If the participants are not currently in a relationship, they can describe an
imaginary relationship instead).

10. Call everyone back again to the full circle. Ask them again to share their thoughts, first on things they would do
to show love to a partner and then things they would expect from a partner who loves them. Again, if there is not
common agreement, encourage participants to discuss the different views further in the big group.
11. Ask them to name the things partners do to each other that are hurtful.
12. Finally, if there are some clear differences in the things they do to show love to partners compared with those that
show love to sisters, brothers or friends, point these out to participants.
13. Ask them to define these differences more clearly. Encourage them to try to explain why these differences exist.
Ask them:
•
How does sex or marriage alter ways of showing love in relationships?
•
Does love = sex or does love = marriage?
•
Do they automatically go together?
•
How should each person in a relationship show love and respect to each other?
•
Can boys and girls be good friends without having sex?

Get them to read the sentences
aloud on the page facing them,
each taking a turn.

Background information: romantic relationships and teenage sexuality

Teenagers begin to have more interest in peers as romantic or sexual partners during adolescence. Young adolescents often
have intense feelings of love, and although they are likely to move in and out of relationships, they can experience pain or
unhappiness as a consequence of these experiences. The term ‘tender love’ is sometimes used to describe the kind of love
that adolescents experience since it involves feelings of tenderness and devotion, but infatuation is also common and can be
equally distressing. Infatuation is different from ‘tender love’ or ‘love’ because it starts quickly but doesn’t last as long. When
adolescents are infatuated they will tend to think of little else but the object of their infatuation.
The transient nature of relationships in these early years means that adolescents who enter sexual relationships lay themselves
open to hurt, rejection and shame. Many young girls, for example, say that having sex did not make them feel nice or special.
Mostly sexual intercourse is not planned and just ‘happens’. Others are influenced by factors such as peer pressure, power and
money. Either way, when adolescents have sexual intercourse before their minds and bodies are mature, they are often forced to
deal with consequences for which they are ill equipped. Sexual behaviour in adolescence tends to unfold in sequence, as young
people get romantically and sexually involved. It usually starts with hugging and holding hands, progressing to kissing and
touching of genitals, at first over and then under clothes. More intimate behaviour follows, such as undressing in front of each
other and from there to activities such as oral sex and sexual intercourse. Others are forced into sex against their will.
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30. What is love?

Love is a special feeling that fills your heart.
Love is putting yourself in someone else’s shoes and caring about how they feel.
Love is treating people just as you would like them to treat you – with care and respect.
Love is accepting and loving people just as they are and caring about them
enough to help them to do better.
Love is wanting to enhance the other person’s life.
Love is respecting other people.
When you are being loving, you help others to feel important and happy.
Love is catching – it keeps spreading.
You show love in a smile, a pleasant way of speaking, a thoughtful act or a hug.
Love is treating people with special care and kindness because they mean so much to you.
Love is being trustworthy and loyal.
Love is sharing the good times and bad times.
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31. ENDINGS
Closure
Closure is not just the end of something, but a satisfying feeling that it is complete. When you end a programme, it is important
that group members leave with something more than a completed course. Help them to leave with a sense of community, an
ability to think more deeply about the issues covered, pride in their achievement and confidence to share their knowledge.

1

Achievements
Now, we have come to the end of the course. We have learned about puberty and adolescence, our changing
bodies and how we develop into adults. We have talked about menstruation, reproduction, sexuality and gender,
and in this last chapter we found out about sexual feelings and pleasure. We have discussed ways in which we are
different and similar, and how we are all equal and special.

Maybe you should all give yourselves a big hug? (Put your right hand over
your left shoulder – now put your left hand over your right shoulder... and
squeeze yourself.)

2

Assessment
Before we come to our final activity, please
complete the quiz again. Remember it is not a test;
it’s for you to see how your knowledge and ideas
have changed. When you have done it, compare
your answers with the first quiz and see how much
you have learnt.

Affirmation
Affirm the group. Say something like:
You all deserve congratulations, for the way you have particpated.

Share the quiz – on a flipchart, in a hand-out, on screen
or in a message, depending whether you are meeting
face to face or remotely.

You have all been wonderul to work with. I have learned so much from you,
and I hope you can go on teaching what you have learned so that other young
people can benefit from your knowledge about puberty and the right to make
to choices concerning your bodies.

Allow time for the group to complete the quiz and to
compare answers with their first quiz.

Collect assessment forms if required.

3

Answer TRUE or FALSE or DON’T KNOW to the statements (you can
also write T or a tick ✔ for true, F or a cross ✘ for false and DK or ^ for
don’t know).

Puberty is a huge topic, and this course was just an introduction, an overview, highlighting some of the many aspects of puberty. You
might not have had all your questions answered. There might still be things that you want to learn about, or that you don’t understand
fully. The main objective was to make it easier for you to talk about these topics and to feel more comfortable about asking questions.

Invite group members to evaluate the course, using the following questions:

4

•

How you experienced this course – how did you feel about it?

•

The three main things you will remember – what was most valuable for you?

•

How can apply what you have learned – how are you going to use your new knowledge?

•

Follow with group discussion and energiser

So, now it’s time to end.
I am quite sad to say goodbye. I wish you well and encourage you to keep on learning and to share your knowledge with others, in your
family and community.

Have fun!
End the course on a high note, encouraging the
participants to choose a song to sing as they leave.
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ACTIVITIES
QUIZ
First and last sessions
Answer TRUE or FALSE or DON’T KNOW to the following
statements (you can also write T or a tick ✔ for true, F or a cross ✗
for false and DK or for don’t know).
Statement

True, False, I don’t know

1.

Adolescence and puberty are the same thing.

2.

Puberty is when lots of changes start to happen to young people.

3.

Puberty usually begins between 9 and 13 years of age.

4.

The first sign of puberty is often a growth spurt (suddenly getting taller).

5.

We all go through puberty changes in the same way.

6.

Boys typically start puberty before girls do.

7.

Hormones are chemical ‘messengers’ that play a part in changing our bodies.

8.

Genes also play a part in how our bodies and minds develop.

9.

Mood changes and growth spurts are a normal part of growing up.

10.

Hair usually gets dry during puberty.

11.

Pimples are caused by poor hygiene.

12.

During puberty, we experience changes in our feelings.

13.

Sweat glands become more active (produce more sweat) during puberty.

14.

Breast changes only occur in girls.

15.

If you eat well and do lots of sport, you can change your body type.

16.

Reproduction is how animals and plants make more of themselves.

17.

It is important to use slang words for private parts.

18.

Females have reproductive organs on the inside and outside of their bodies.

19.

If a girl starts menstruating (having periods) it means she is ready to have a baby.

20.

It takes millions of sperm to fertilise one egg.

21.

Males have reproductive organs on the outside of their bodies.

22.

During puberty, the male testicles start producing sperm.

23.

A ‘wet dream’ is a sign that a boy is ready to have sex.

24.

‘Sex’ means your girl/boy label (your biological sex).

25.

‘Sex’ also means sexual acts or behaviour.

26.

Intersex means a person’s body and hormones are not typically male or female.

27.

Having accurate information about puberty can help us to make healthy decisions about our bodies.

28.

Our gender roles are how we are expected to look and behave based on our girl/boy label.

29.

No one can touch our bodies without our permission.

30.

Sexual orientation means who we are attracted to.

REPRODUCTION

OUR DIFFERENCES

CHAPTER 3 PAGE 40

CHAPTER 1 PAGE 7

This is me

This is ...................

Ways we are the same:

Ways we are different:

My favourite thing about................................... is:
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Glossary
The terms used here reflect widely accepted definitions, as well as definitions used by the United Nations (UN), the Mayo Clinic and various dictionaries. In some instances, the
terminology has been simplified
• Adolescent: A person aged 10 to 19 years, as defined by the UN.

• Homosexual: A person who is physically, emotionally or sexually attracted to people
of the same sex.

• Assigned sex at birth: A baby’s sex label based on how the genitals look and,
sometimes, on chromosomal testing. Assigned means given or attached.

• Hormones: Chemical ‘messengers’ that help control what happens in the body and
the mind.

• Bisexual: A person who is attracted to (has emotional, physical or romantic feelings
for) people of more than one gender.

• Informed consent: Agreement to something based on having all the information
you need to decide.

• Child: A person under 18 years of age, as defined by the UN.

• Intersex: Having sex characteristics (including genitals and internal reproductive
organs and chromosomes) that do not fit typical notions of male or female bodies.
The term intersex is used to describe a wide range of natural bodily variations. In
some cases, intersex traits are visible at birth; in others, they are not apparent until
puberty. Some intersex variations are not visible at all. Being intersex is a separate
thing from a person’s sexual orientation or gender identity. An intersex person may
be straight, gay, lesbian or bisexual, and may identify as female, male, both or
neither.

• Chromosome: A tiny threadlike structure, composed of DNA (the ‘code’ for how our
bodies will look and work) and a protein, that forms when a cell begins to divide.
• Coercion: Using force or threats to make someone do something.
• Discrimination: Unfair treatment. This means denying anyone their rights or treating
them worse than other people because of who they are or where they come from.
This includes skin colour, sex or gender, religion, nationality, ethnic origin, sexual
orientation, disability, age, language, marital status, education and economic
background.

• Lesbian: A woman who is physically, emotionally and/or sexually attracted to other
women.

• Diversity: Difference and variety. Including all different types of people in a group or
organisation is a way of promoting diversity.

• Puberty blockers: Medication that delays puberty changes. Puberty blockers may
be taken by children who start puberty very early. Some transgender and gender
diverse children also take puberty blockers to give them time to explore their gender
identity.

• Disability: Any permanent condition of the body or mind that impacts on the way
a person does certain activities. The condition may be present at birth, or it may be
caused later by a disease or an injury. Some disabilities can be seen – for example,
being without a leg. Other disabilities are invisible – for example, depression. People
with disabilities face barriers in the physical environment, such as buildings not
having ramps or lifts for wheelchairs. Negative attitudes also create barriers, such as
denying a job to a person with a disability.

• Reproductive health: Physical, mental and social well-being in all matters relating to
the reproductive system. Reproductive health deals with the reproductive processes,
functions and systems at all stages of life. It includes the right to have a satisfying
and safe sex life, and to choose whether, when, with whom and how often to have
children.

• Equity: Fairness. This can mean equal treatment. It can also mean treating people
differently to get rid of unfairness. For example, if someone cannot attend school
because there is no space for their wheelchair, altering the building would promote
equity.

• Reproductive rights: The human right of all individuals to make decisions freely and
responsibly about having, or not having children. It includes having the information,
education and means to act on those decisions (such as good quality sexual and
reproductive health services).

• Gay: A person who is mainly attracted to someone of the same gender. Commonly
used for men, some women also use this term.

• Sex: a) Body characteristics used to categorise people either male or female (see
also the definition of intersex). b) Sexual activities.

• Gender: How people understand being male or female. It means how we are
expected to look and behave depending on our sex. It also refers to relationships
between women and men and girls and boys, as well as between women and
between men. Gender norms vary in different societies. They also change over time.
Ideas about gender roles can lead to inequality and harmful practices.

• Sexual health: A state of physical, emotional, mental and social well-being in
relation to sexuality. Sexual health requires a positive and respectful approach to
sexuality and sexual relationships, as well as the possibility of having pleasurable and
safe sexual experiences, free of coercion, discrimination and violence.

• Gender expression: How a person expresses their own gender to the world, for
example, through their name, clothes, how they walk, speak, communicate and
behave.

• Sexuality: The different ways of being sexual, including sexual thoughts, feelings,
attractions and behaviours.
• Sexual orientation: Each person’s capacity for profound emotional, affectional and
sexual attraction to, and intimate relationships with individuals of a different gender
(heterosexual), the same gender (homosexual) or more than one gender (bisexual or
pansexual).

• Gender identity: A person’s deeply felt personal experience of their gender. This
may or may not match the sex assigned to them at birth.
• Gender non-conforming: People who do not behave the way society thinks they
should as a girl or boy may be called gender non-conforming.

• Stigma: Opinions or judgements held by individuals or society that negatively reflect
on a person or group. Discrimination occurs when stigma is acted on

• Gender variance: Expressions of gender that do not match those predicted by a
person’s assigned sex at birth.

• Transgender: A person whose sense of their gender (gender identity) differs from
their assigned sex at birth. Transgender is NOT a sexual orientation. Transgender
people may be heterosexual, homosexual or bisexual just like anyone else.
Transgender people may identify as male or as female or with an alternate gender, a
combination of genders or no gender.

• Gender-based violence (GBV): Violence against someone based on their gender,
gender role expectations, or gender stereotypes. GBV may cause physical, sexual,
emotional or psychological harm, or economic suffering.
• Genes: Sets of instructions inside every cell of each living thing. They are passed on
from parents on chromosomes (see above). Genes play an important role in how a
person (or any animal or plant) looks, survives and behaves in their environment.

• Transsexual: A term sometimes used to describe transgender people who have
undergone or want to undergo medical procedures (such as surgical or hormonal
treatment) to make their body match their gender identity.

• Glands: Organs (groups of cells) in the body that make hormones (see above).

• Transphobia: Fear, discomfort, intolerance or hatred of transgender people.

• Harassment: Behaviour that could cause offence or humiliation to another person.
Harassment may take the form of words, gestures or actions that make another
person feel bad or frightened.

• Transphobic violence: GBV is based on the fact or the belief that someone is
transgender.
• Violence: Any action that results in, or is likely to result in, physical, sexual or
psychological harm.

• Heteronormativity: The belief that being heterosexual (straight) is the only normal
way to be and that other sexual orientations are deviant or bad.

• Young person: A person between 10 and 24 years old, as defined by the UN.

• Homophobia: Fear, discomfort, intolerance or hatred of homosexuality (being
attracted to the same sex) and people based on their real or perceived sexual
orientation.

• Youth: A person between 15 and 24 years old, as defined by the UN. Some
countries have different definitions of youth.

• Homophobic violence: GBV based on the fact or the belief that someone is
homosexual.
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